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les. To quarrel with your wife
because she criticizes your
faults. To accept scandalous
stories you hear concerning
other people.
This one is apparenlly of more
recent vintage. "One die', be-
fore the Civil War, a prosper-
ous Methodist named Meharry
was driving through the South
when his carriage got stuck in
a muddy country lane. A Negro
living near by went to his res-
cue. When night felehe offered
the white man a bee in his
bin. The next morning Mehary
left with heartfelt thanks and
the vow: "Somebdayol will do
something for you and your peo-
ple!',
e In 1875 Meharry and his four
brothers paid for , that one
night's lodging with half their
fortune-$40,000--and establish-
ed Meharry Medical College in
Nashville, Tennessee."
Incidentally up to several years
ago most .Negro doctors weth
graduates of Meharry.
Almanacs, especially oldi ones,
were filled with a number of
(Contlicuod on Pees Sixteen)
West Kentucky: Fair today
with increasing cloudiness to-
night and mostly,cloudy Thurs.
day. A-slight chance of showers
late tonight and Thursday.
Warmer through "ThuArday.
High-today 32 to 40, kw tonight
26 to 34. high Thursday in the
upper 30s to middle 40s. Wind
southerly 10 to 18 mile,s per
hoer today. hemming south-
weslerly tonight. Prcbability of
rainlis 20 rr cent tonight and
40 per cent Thursdays Friday
cloudy and cooler. .
Higher Average Is 
Reported In Weed
Sales This Week
Another high average was re-
ported for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market
on Monday, according to 011ie
W. Barnett, reporter for the
Local market.
The average was $49.85 which
was seventy-four cents higher
than the previous high average
of $49.11 recorded on Tuesday,
January 27.
Tuesday's average was $48.43
which was for 235,328 pounds for
$113,959.04, The poundage sold
Monday was 341,464 pounds sell-
ing for $170,234.52, according to
thimoittnethid by Baraset.
fling today on
the four Murray floors, Doran's,




Selected As A Best AU Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
This Is Am clubhouse at the Homy-Calloway Recreation Corporation ..it al Pur year. All facilities at the now Canntry Char are scheduled to be completed by
early summer. Over 200 families, several of them from Calloway County, are members of the Corporation. Staff Photo by Gene MoCutchoon
Now comes somebody who sen
us a bunch of things through
the mail. Pages of old alman-
acs, various and sundry say-
ings, etc.
A calendar page on the.alman-
ac gives the date as December
1893 so the pages must have
come from an almanac of about
that date.
Hero are a few proverbs from
it.
Boasters are cousins to liars.
•
Envy shoots at others and
wounds herself.
Zeal without knowledge is fire
without light.
Go Slow: to break off an old
and tried friendship. To make
love to more than one woman
at a time. To spend your salary
in advance of 'earning it. To
give up a reputable business to
dabble in politics or specula-
tion. To blame your children M. 0. ,Wrether, 1318 Olive
for following your bad examp• lbes been named chairman of
1970 taster Seal Campaign
for Calloway County, according
to Dr. Harry M. Sparks, state
campaign chairman. Wrather
has been chairman since 1966.
The annual appeal will begin
February 23 and continue thro-
ugh Easter Sunday, March 29.
Contributions to the annual
campaign , will- be used by the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
for Crippled Children and Ad-
ults to provide care and treat-
ment for physically handicapped
Kenteekians throughout the
be.
Easter Seal centers operated
by the Kentucky Easter Seal So-
ciety include: Cardinal Hill
Convalescent Hospital and Nur-
sery School, Lexington; the
West Kentucky Easter Seal Cen-
ter, Padtioah; Northern Ken-
tucky Easter Seal Center, Coy.
ington; Camp Kyaoc, Carrollton,
and the Hearing and Speech
Center, Louisville.
The statewide program of the
society includes physical and
occupational therapies, medical
care and hospitalization, spec-
ial schooling, recreation and
resident camping, transportation
and hearing and speech services.
The Kentucky Ritter Seel So-
ciety also contribidell to the
National Easter Seal Research
Foundation, according to Dr.
Sparks. Since 1956, more than
170 grants have been made by
the foundation for research in-
vestigating the causes and
meant of preventing crippling
and for improving rehabilitation
techniques.
"The generous response of
Kentuckians og the annual Eas-
ter §eal pppeal makes possible
improved sereicelie the handi-
capped of our state," Dr. Sparks
added.
BOOTS STOLEN
A pair of hip boots were re-
ported 'stolen' from Gary Wilton
who resides at the University
Trailer Park, North 16th Street,
according to the report made
to the Murray Police Depart-
Meet on Needle et 11;57 MIL
By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sen.
George S. McGovern, S-S.D.,
said today President Nixon's
program for gradual U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam was
a "political hoax" anticipating
a 300,000-man American force
in Southeast Asia for 15 or 20
more years.
McGovern testified as the
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee considered a proposal
for repeal of the 1964 Gulf of
Tonkin resolution, which gives
the executive branch unlimited
authority to prosecute the war.
The committee began a new
MOM of Valliant hearings
Tuesday. It is considering nine
proposals.
"The police of Vietnamiza-
tion," McGovern said, "is a
political hoax designed to
screen !coin the American
people the bankruptcy of our
needless military involvement
in the affairs of the Vietnamese
people."
The South Dakora Democrat
said a strong independent
regime in South Vietnam- even
one controlled by North Viet-
nam and till. Viet Cong- "would
Church Women United
Plans Annual Meetiog
The annual meeting of Church
Women United will be held on
Friday, February 6, at ten a.m.
in the chapel of the First United
Methodist Church.
All members of the women's
organization of each member
church are urged to attend.
An election and installation
of officers will be held, and a
film will be shown. The meeting
will be concluded before noon.
provide a more dependable
barrier to Chinese imperialism
than the weak puppet regime
we have kept in power at the
cost of 40,000 American lives
and hundreds of thousands of
Vietnamese lives.
"How can we justify before
god and man the use of our
massive firepower to continue a
slaughter that serves neither
our interest nor the interest of
the Vietnamese?" McGovern
asked.
But it was the proposal to
repeal the Tonkin resolutien
that held the interest of
Spat Bee Will
Be Held March 21
For Local Schools
The Calloway County Spelling
Bee will be held March 21, Char-
lie Lassiter, Director of Pupil
Personnel of the Calloway County
Schools, announced today. The
contest will be held at the Cabo-
way County Court House, beginn-
ing at 8:30 a.m.
The winners will receive priz-
es totaling $100.00. Money for
this contest is being furnished
by the Murray Theaters. This
offer was made by Tommy Bro-
wn, manager of the Murray The-
aters. Mr. Brown said thatte had
been interested in spelling con-
tests since he participated when
he was in elementary school.
Schools expected to enter the
contest are Lynn Grove, New
Concord, Kirksey, Hazel, Faxon,
Almo, University , Carter, Rob-
ertsoo, and Austin. The public
is given an invitation to attend
,this event.
Special Projects Planned
By Woman's Club Board
The February meeting of the
Executive Board of the Murray
Woman's Club was held Mon-
day at noon at the clubhouse,
with Mrs. Don Keller, dub pres-
ident, in charge.
Attention was given to two
items of legislation .now pend-
ing in the state and federal
legistatures. One was FL R. Bill
13111 with proposed cuts in
fundihg for library services. A
letter from Mrs. Margaret Wil-
lis, state librarian, stressing the
adverse effects whiciewilecreas-
ed funds will have on the Ken-
tucky library program, was read
by Mrs. George Hart. After die
cussio.n, the board voted to
write collectively and individ-
ually-. to- U. S. Representative
Stubblefield, urging his action
against excessive cutting. in
funds to lilietry construction
and services.
A bill now pending in the
state. legislature would provide
money 'fOr trea,tment of irre-
versible kidney failure and wo-
uld permit continuation of the
Artificial Kidney Center at the
University of Louisville.' Ac-
to 'the: leenterlers%fd--'
ohers of animal biology, Isla
said he didn't think it would. -,-,-
conflict
When Logan queried, "but
itzet man an animal," bier re-
plied, "a creature."
His provision that only quell.
fled personnel be used for gttre
ing such instruction was ethoillr- • 1,
by Dr. Paschal B Baute, a mar-
riage counselor from Leith&
too.
Dr. Baute distributed what he
called an "interfaith statement
on sex education, which con-
tained 11 guidelines on sex ed-
ucation fOf school and commu-
nity programs. •
"Responsibility for sex edu-
cation belong primarily to the
child's parents or guardians,"
Dr. Baute said. A home per-
merited by justice and love is
the seedbed of sound maul de-
velopment among all family
members," he added.
Mrs. Harold Baldwin, of
Campbellsville, who attacked
national agencies such as
SIECUS which promote sex ed-
ucation, called the so-called new
morality "as old as Sodom and
Gomorrah."
The Rev. Edward H. Over-
by, pastor of the South Lexing-
ton Baptist Church, said sex
education could not properly
be taught without morals. He
said his viewpoint was shared
by 17 ministers in the Fayette
County area.
Why does a cat land on its
feet? What kind of tracks does
a deer make? How do you read
a compass? These are only a
few of the countless questions
posed by 37 curious seventh and
eighth grade students from
Murray University School. The
scene was TVA's Youth Sta-
tion, located in Land Between
the Lakes, where the students
spent two days becoming ac-
quainted with nature and its
conservation.
"Today emphasis is on con-
servation and air pollution, for
there is a critical need to pre-
serve that which we have al-
ways taken for grunted," a
spokesman said. Classes at the
Youth Station concentrate on
making the students aware of
natural resources and the need
to conserve them so that future
generations may enjoy a clean
and „healthy environment
'The Ybuth 'Station is located
In the Conservation Education
Center, a 5,000-acre area near
Lake Barkley. It has been de-
veloped by TVA for use by
school systems throughout the
Central, Southern, and Eastern
United States. The facility is
designed to-accommodate 60
students and their teachers
Both students and teachers live
in dormitories and eat at a
modern cafeteria. TVA person-
nel handle the food service,
giving visitors the opportunity
to &volt all their time to edu-
cational activities. The cost per
student for a 5-day stay is ap-
proximately flfteen dollars.
Subject matter encompasses
all classes. For example, in
math class students are taught
to read a compass; in science
class they learn to identify dif-
ferent plants and their import-
ance to wildlife; and in English
they write about the beauty of
nature. The important point,
however, is' that all classes are
taught through experience,
which make a more lasting im-
pression. The student sees ani•
mals and birds, trees and plant
life, and soil and water. By
seeing he is able. to realize the
important role nature plays in
our lives and bow dependent
man is upon nature.
Instruction does not end at
the Conservation Center. Dur-
ing the summer teachers, attend
workshops at, the Youth Station
so that outdoor instruction may
be incorporated into the daily
equipment, curriculum. The teachers them-
selves can then. instruct the
a tw.-daY nametEttlitif tharloor ses-.
ney Foundation, about 150 res-
idents of Kentucky each year
fall victim to irreversible kid-
ney failure. Without treatment,
death often comes within six
weeks. Since the cost of the
necessary treatment falls be-
hveen $15,000425,000 the first
year, many people, of course,
cannot pay the required sum.
The proposed legislation would
provide state aid in such situa-
tions. Approval of the proposal
was voiced by members of the
board, and a decision made that
letters be written to the dis-
trict legislators.
Mrs. Thomas Brown, finance
chairman, announced the total
of December cookbook and
place mat' sales to be $1083.
Books are still, available and
can be obtained -from Brown:- -
Department chairmen were
reminded by Mrs. George Hart,
civic chairman, that March- 1
is the deadline for the submit-
ting of the civic improvement
projects. Monday., March 2, 700
p. m. Is the time set for the
local meek, art, and high
add adult sewing conoso
to be held at the clubhouse. On
Cue Naar
Be OffereCIISI
The Red Cross Mother and
Baby Care course for expectant
parents will be offered by the
Department of Nursing at Mur-
illo, State University. Faculty
members will conduct the cane
se and classes will begin March
3, 1970 in Room 206 of the
Nursing Building at MSU.
Topics to be discussed will
ioclude preparation for hospit-
alization, childbirth, and infant
care. - -
The course is open to both
husband and wife, and there isjecii:.:31 for the course which
slaeweredie MTh meet
two hours per night for s ix
weeks.
Persons interested in enroll-
ing in the course should con-
tact the Department of Nursing,
Murray State University at 762-
2193. The total number to be
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John H. Riley of 212 North
13th Street succumbed at mid-
night last night at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
ivas 79 years of age and his
death followed an extended in-
nate.
The deceased was a member
of the First Baptist Church and
American Legion Post No. 73.
He was a U. S. Army veteran
of World War I and served
in the National Guard during
the Mexican War. He was born
January 8, 1891, and his par-
ents were the late Millard Ri-
ley and Dora Edwards Riley.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
0/lie Parks Riley of 212 North
13th Street; one daughter, Mrs.
Watson (Yada Mae) Roberts of
Oak Ridge, Tenn.; two sons,
Vernon Riley, 104 Park Drive,
Murray, and Eddie Riley of Dal-
las, Texas; seven grandchildren,
Miss Betsy Riley, John Neil
Riley, and charies Thomas Ri-
 ley, all of Murray, Mrs. David
'Penn., Thomas- Past- Riley and
Miss Micki Riley of Dallas, Tex-
as; one greet grandchild, David
Pichler, Jr. -
Also surviving are three sis-
ters, Mrs. Bpnnie Finch of Pine
Bltel, Ark., Mrs. Lorene Fitch
of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Beu-
lah Taylor of Long Beech, Calif.;
three. brothers, Boyd Riley of
Loan Beach, Calif., Clifton Ri-
ley of Farmington, and Roy Ri-
ley of Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. B. R.
Wiochester and Dr. a C. Chiles
officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
The J. Sturdivant of Paris,'
'fem., published in the county
court report on Saturday as be-
ing fined for cold checking is
not the Joseph Sturdivant of
1613 Ryan Avenue, Murray, who
is employed at Paris, Tenn.
"Campus Lights" Production Is
Brainchild Of Four Students
When the 33rd production of
"Campus Lights," the all-stu-
dent musical at Murray State
University , opens its three-
night run on Feb. 12, four stu-
dents will watch and listen with
particularly keen interest, for
this show is their "brain child."
These four writers are Tom
Jones, senior, Cincinnati; Donna
Day, junior, Memphis; Melvin
FIVE CITED
Five persons were cited by
the Murray Police Departrntmt
yesterday and last night. They
were two for driving while in-
toxicated, two for public drunk-
enness, and for disregarding a




FRANKFORT, Ky. nfh - A
joint Senate-House hearing on
a bill that would ban sex edu-
cation in the schools played to
a packed house today in the
Senate chamber, as Rep. John
Isler, D-Covington, sponsor of
the bill warned that such ma-
terial could rouse "morals-de-
stroying family-destroying con-
cepts."
The hearing, originally set for
a conference room, was moved
to the Senate chamber when
the number of those wishing to
appear before the committee
sW(-61llenters—Ifibited- greater
than had been expected.
videlsl _tha 
hun.an 
zuautyer's HB 57se, would pro-or
the sex relationship could not
be taught in grades one thro-
ugh eight • -
It also prohibits "sensitivity
training" and forbids teaching
of either normal or abnormal
sexual activity from kindergar-
ten through high school.
As the first of an expected
30 persons wishing to testify,
Isler said, "it is my belief that
studies or courses of this type
is (sic) not to be taught by an
ordinary teacher. It should be
under the supervision of a reg-
istered nurse whose qualifica-
tions should be married and has
a family. This subject matter
has no place in the classrooms
of our state or nation. It's a
very touchy 'Subject," Leer add-
ed.
Questioned by Sen. William
Logan, D-Madisonville, a com-
mittee member, as to the stied
The bP.1 :might time on the UM-
Judge Miller To
Address Realtors
The Murray Board of Real-
tors will have as speaker at
, their regular luncheon meeting
Friday at noon, Judge Robert
0. Miller, according to announ-
cement by Don Tucker, who
was recently installed as Presi-
dent for 1970.
Judge Miller will discuss the
content and validity of propos-
ed uniform listing and sales
contracts. The meeting will be
at the Triangle Inn and Presi-
dent Tucker urges all members
to be present.
The Board of Realtors is com-
posed et brekers and salesmen
working with the twelve real
estate firms serving Murray and
Calloway County.
Other officers recently in-
stalled with President Tucker
are: Frank Ryan, Vice Presi-
dent, and C. 0. Bondurant, Sec-
retarY-Treaturer. Also serving
oh the 1970 Board of Directors
are Guy Spann, H. T. Waldrop,
Wayne-Wilson, and Hoyt Rob-
Moore, juruor, Louisville; and
Tom 'Nalker, sophomore, Gre-
enville, Ky. All are music maj-
ors except Moore who is major-
ing in speech.
"Our biggest problem in writ-
ing the script," said Jones, who
Is also the assistant director,
"was trying to avoid the same
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
MEMPHIS PATIENT
Roy Burkeen was transferred
to the William F Bowld Hos-
pital, Memphis, Tenn., from the
Murray-Callcnvay County Hospi-
tal on Monday. He was taken
by a Blalock.Coleman ambul-
ance and was accompanied by
his wife and sister-in-law;oMrs.
Earl Childers.
✓ from Murray University School, explains farm
to four of his at udents. The group participated in
TatiitifiiiM Tat -Paii soon) iliac,. 611 *obi al etween the Lakei. _
Jim Frye, social studies leach*
usedwn farms manyxars _ago,
tek-ssifAilleiFte444
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Mrs. Harlan Hodges spoke to the Rotary Club yesterday at noon
at the Woman's Club House.
State Senator George Overbey of Murray on Fetruary 2 proposed
a twenty cents per ton coal production tax to provide World War
1 apd 11 veterans a bonus.
Bobby Esker of Lynn Grove and Dan Sliipley of Murray Training
School were elected officers of the Purchase District Federations
of the Future Farmers of America at the meeting held at Heath
High School.
It's time to sign up again in the Agricultural Conservation
program, Q. D. Wilson, chairman of the Calloway County PMA
committee, announced today.
Bible Thought for TOday.
ALMANAC
By United Press international
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 4,
the 35th day of 1970 with 330 to
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1901 Maj. William Gorgas
began a campaign by the U.S.
Army in Cuba to wipe out
yellow fever.
In 1938 Adolf Hitler seized
control of the German army
and put Nazi officers in km
posts.
In 1948 Ceylon became a free
and sell-governing dominice of
Great Britain.
In 1966 President Johnsou
flew to Hawaii for a conference
on the Vietnam War.
---
A thought for the day:
William Penn said, "Passion
a sort of fever in the mind
which never leaves us weaker
than it found us."
Rime no wood Ss, there the fire peel out so 'bare there is
alsellibearer, the strike CSISOUR. — Proverbs zaza.
_Tim person who has learned te, control his tongue is on the
wgy,t) a We of peaceful relationships.
Window has 'earplugs'
to reduce outside noise
PITTSBURGH (UPI) — A
window unit with built-in
• "earplugs" has been developed
to fight one of mankind's
growing annoyances — noise.
It is an environmental control
unit that reduces the
transmission of sound while
providing high levels of thermal
and visual comfort.
PPG Industries developed the
double-glazed window unit
primarily for use in exterior
walls of office buildings, airport
buildings, hospitals, schools and
other structures where noise
reduction is important.
R.M. Hainsfurther. vice
president and general manager o
PPG's Glass Division, said t




ssilAYFIELD, Ky., Feb. 3 —
Mrs. Alma Lee Wilford, wife of
Marvin Wilford. Boaz Rt. 2, died
at 5 p.m. today at MayLeld Hos-
pital. She was 72.
 Survivors, besides her hus-s
band, include a son, BiWe Wil-
ford, Paducah; a brother. Cot-
- ben Leech. Tri City: two sisters,
NUS. Ovte Sue Galloway; Gtfaiei
County, and Mrs. Opal Payne,
Dettoltj_ a niece Mra_Clitiek
Oblisk; Atwater, Ohio; four
grandchildren and three great-
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be con-
ducted at 2 p.m. Friday at Byrn
Funeral Home by the Rev. Or-
ville Easley, with burial in Bur-
nett's Chapel Cemetery.
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in Washington,
D.C., and in the new Kansas City
International Airport.
The units consist of two
panes of glass of different-
thicknesses — one 1/4 and one
3,I8-inch — separated by a
two-inch or a four-inch blanket
of air. For the two-inch air
space, over-all thickness
glass-to-glase is 2-5 8 inches.
Over-all thickness at the
enclosing metal edge channel is
nominally 2-3i'4 inches.
Sound transmission class
(S'TC) ratings are 39 for the
two-inch air space unit and 45
for the four-inch unit. This
means the units can reduce
transmitted exterior noise levels
by 39 and 45 decibels
Quotet-From The News
By UNITED P1E8 INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Mrs. Spir Agnew, philosophically accept-
ing the criticism sometimes accorded her husbanck
"It doesn't bother me one way or another. I've always felt
anyone in puttic' life ts going to get praised or criticized."
4
LONDON — The London Times, eulogizing Bertrand Russell,
who died Sunday:
"Part of Russell's greatness. . . was his refusal to accept
as final the idiocy which he saw all around him."
CHICAGO —Judge Julius J. Hoffman, brushing off a request
by the prosecution that he admonish William M. Ktmstler, attorney
for the "Chicago Seven:"
"I doze*. MLitt aiamonition makes any difference with that lazy er ."
WASHINGTON —Rep. James A. Burke, D-Mass., reacting to
a call by Rep. Jerome R. Waldie, D-Calif., for a resolution de-
claring a lack of confidence in ,the present House Democratic
leadership:






SMOLDERING RUINS — Mayfield firemen
esstioue te pour water oo the flaming ruins
af (*etc* redrying plant which was de-
saved by fire P•eenday. Three Mayfk4d fire




MAYFIELD, Ky., Feb. 3—The
Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Co. re
drying plant, located at 13th and
Depot streets, was destroyed by
fire today. The damage was es-
timated at $350,000.
Two firemen were overcome
by smoke while fighting the stub-
born blaze which apparently
started from a burner in a re-
drying machine.
James Marvin, executive vice
president, said the loss included
200,000 pounds of tobacco that
was either packed or in the pro-
cess of being packed. He esti-
mated its value at $250,000 and
said the building was worth
$100,000.
The plant employes 96 persons.
Most of the tobacco destroyed
was the, property of Van Nelle
Corp., of Amsterdam, Holland.
Three Mayfield fire companies'
fought the blaze for about four
hours before' bringing it under
control. Firemen prevented the
flames from spreading to near-
by buildings.
Smoke billowed some 500 feet
in the air and was visible for
several miles.
Members of the Mayfield-
Graves County Rescue Squad
were called to the scene to assist
city fifmen, and to aid in keep-
le:, crowds away from the fire
freezing weather for more than four hours—
arid kept the fire from spreeding to nearby
dwellings. The loss was estimated at 1330.10e
by lames Marvin, executive vice president
of Kennedy Leaf Tobacco Co..
TVA News Letter
WEEKLY NEWS LETTER
TVA announced plans today to
add new, more efficient air poll-
ution control equipment to bur
more of its coal-fir ed power plate
is, at an estimated cost of $35
misuses New electrostatic ash
collectors will be installed
15 generating units at the Allen,
Colbert, Johnsonville, and John
Sevier plants.
This will provide 99-percent
removal of fly ash particles from
the stack emissions from these
generating units — comparable
to the efficiency of air clean..
log Nutmeat included in TVA's
newest coal-burning plants.
Electrostatic ash collectors
have been installed in all new
TVA coal-fired facilities built
since the late 1950's. In the
1960's TVA began a program to
upgrade emission control at ex-
isting plants as well, improv-
ing on existing equipment that
had been considered adequate
wider prevailing standards when
those plants were built.
The new installations assiowic-
ed today will bring to about $52
million the total cost of improve-
meats in air cleaning equipment
begun since 1966 for existing
plants. TVA expects the overall
cost for such equipment on its
system to be about $100 million.
With the completion of these
new installations and of Curt
berland Steam Plant, 51 gener-
ating unfts making up over 90
percent of TVA's coal-fired gen-
erating capacity will have elec-
trostatic_ eels collectors. That
will include all coal-fired insta-
llations except the original ,iohn.
sonville units 1-6 and Wickert
Creek units 1-6, which are the
smallest such units still in regu-
lar operation on the TVA system.
They are equipped with mechani-
cal ash collectors.
The new equipment will be
added to existing mechanical co-
llectors on the four original uni
is at Colbert Steam Plant near
Sheffield, Ala.; all four units
at John Sevier Steam Plant near
Rogersville, Tams and the four
newest units at Johnsonville Ste-
am Plant east of Camden, Taus
A newer fifth generating unit at
the Colbert plant already has
electrostatic collectors.
At the Allot plant near Mem-
phis, Tennessee, the new equip'
moot will replace existing elec-
trostatic collectors installed
when that plant was built by
the city of Memphis in the 1950's.
The present equipment was not
designed for such a high level
of efficiency as the new collec-
tors. TVA has renovated the
Allen plant's ash disposal sys-
tern to get the best possible
performance from the existing
collectors, but has decided new
precipitators will be necessary
as well.
Bids will be opened February
5 at Chattanooga on the equip-
meat to be installed at the Allen
and Colbert plants. TVA's sche-
dule calls for delivery of the
Allen equipment between Octob-
er 19'70 and October 1971, and
of the Colbert equipment at in-
ter-vats from next October thr-
ough early 1972. Completion da-
tes for these installations will be
subject to trends in power opera-
tions, since the equipment in-
stallation for each unit must take
ce at a time when that unit
can be shut down for several
weeks without causing undue dile
lculty in meeting system power
requirements. •
The John Sevier and Johnson-
ville installations are scheduled
for completion in 1973.
The installation of electrostat-
ic collectors is partially comple-
ted at Shawnee and Gallatin Ste-
am Plants. Electrostatic collei-
toro are in operation at Kluge-
tor:, Watts Bar, Paradise, and
bull Run plants, and on unit
added to the Widows Creek and
Colbert plants in the 1960's.
Experimental work is under
way at Widows Creek waits 7-8
and Colbert unit 5 to increase
the efficiency of the electrostate








Mutual of Omaha 56 20
Bank of Murray 51lLl
Lindseye ; 48
Martin Oil 47 20
T. V. Service Center 46% 29%
Moose Lodge 43% 32%
Mo Go Oil 39 37
Murray Mobile
Homes 35 41
Colonial Bread 33% 42%
Country Kitchen 33 43
Carrier Corp. 29 47
Williams Super Ser. 29 47
Crazy Horse 28 48
R. O. T. C. 13 63
High Team 3 Games SC
Lindseys  2593
Martin Oil  2500
Bank of Murray 2580
Nigh Team 3 *genes NC
Lindseys  2998
Wain OH  2993
Williams Super Ser.  2913
High  eagle Game SC .
Martin Oil  938
Mutual of Omaha  918
Mutual of Omaha  916
Mutual of Omaha  862
High Team Game MC
Martin Oil  1040
Lindseys ,  1016
Mutual of Omaha  1012
Ind. Three Oases SC
Gene Skiles  635
Bill Burris  588
Norm Chancy  580
High Ind. Three Games_ 14C
Gene Skiles  683
Bill Burris  640
Dale Sykes  632
High Ind. Game SC
Gen' Skiles  230
Norm Chancy  222
Gene Skiles  216
High Ind. Single Game NC
Gene Sidles  246
nub Barnett 340 
RichardLassiter  237
Top Teas Bowlers
Donnis Goodwin  185
Jim Neale  184
Norm Chaney  183
'..ayman Dixon  181
T. C. Hargrove  179
Gene Skiles   179
Dan Abell  178
James Washer  177
Bill Burris  175





have discovered the first new
comet of 1970, the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory repo-
rted Thursday.
The comet, named Daido-
Fujikavra, was sighted Tuesday.
It marked the first comet
sight.Wg_: for Daido and fourth
for FUjikavra, whose name was
given to one other comet.
The comet, which is without a
tail and 10 times fainter than
can be seen by the eye, is in
the constellation Aquila in the
eastern sky just before sunetse.
Four out of five earthquakes





SHADWAN LIGHTHOUSE SEIZED BY ISRAELIS This photo
from an official Israeli source shows the lighthcuse near
the Egyptian island_ of Shads... altar the ialonst trim
by Israeli airborne troops. ( Cablephoto)
a.
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J. Ronald Stover , formerly
with Big K of Murray, has been
promoted to the position of assi-
stant toy and sporting goods buy-
ers for Kuhn's - Big K and is
now located in Nashville, Tenn-
essee.
George Griffin, manager of
the local Big K store said that
several men have been trained
at the local store for positions
of greater responsibility with
the organization.
In the less than two years
that Big K has been in Murray,
several assistants and associa-
te managers have received good
promotions. Of the men who have
been here one is assistant in one
of the largest and newest Big K
stores; two have been promoted
as variety store managers one
promoted to Big K manager at
Dalton, Georgia; one to variety
store supervisor of twelve stat-
es and no., the latest, as buyer
of toys and sporting goods.
One is now awaiting assign-
ment as variety store manager
in the near future.
Griffin said that this is just
an example of the qualified and
experienced met sent to Murray
to help better serve this comm-
unity and in turn, to further their
skills.
"We , the management of Big
K, regret to lose these men, but
know that Kyhns-Big K will seed
to us someone With other inter-
ests and hope this will only help
to serve you the customer in
some small way. If any of our
tine customers know of someone
In this area who wants to go Into
retailing or has experience in
retailing "the sky is the limit",
Mr. Griffin said.
MAMIE CITED -
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Ma-
mie Eisenhower, whose husband
lost a long battle with heart
disease in 1969, was honored at
the White House Thsrsday as
"the nation's foremost heart
volunteer."
On behalf of the American
Heart Association, Pat Nixon
presented her predecessor as
first lady a citation and a
plaque in a red leather case.
"Needless to say I'm very
proud to have this," said Mrs.
Eisenhower, who has been
Involved in fund raising for the
association since her husband's
first attack in 1955., "You seow
how close we are to heart
Camel) role
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Comedienne Kaye Ballard will
play a cameo role in "Which
Way to the Front," in which
Jerry Lewis stars as well as
directs.
* *
Mexico separated- from Spain
in 1822 and formed a repuhtic
the following year.
WHOOPERS INCREASE
WASHINGTON (UP L) — A
tardy arrival at the Arkansas
National Wildlife Refuge in
Texas has increased the wild
whooping crane population to
56, the most in several years.
The vihooper was counted in
an aerial survey Dec. 31 but
government census takers could
not confirm it for three weeks
because of poor flying condi-
tions.
Thevranes, once threatened
with extinction, spend the
summer on canadian nesting
grounds near the Arctic circle.
Norma Crane signed
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI) —
Norma Crane has been signed for
a co-starring role with Sidney
Po i t ier in "They Call Me
MISTER Tibbs!" for the Mirisch
Company.
* * *
Viral hepatitis is encountered










SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
304 EAST MAIN STREET
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 OLIVE ROLLE% ARD
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-3852
Emerging Eskimos- .
WASHINGT it1Pl) — Many
Eskimos have abandoned the
long—familiar igloo for a
comfortable frame house, and
select their clothing from mail
order, catalogues, says the
Netiouei -Gesee 'Arc Society.
Bob's briblate
HOLTOSi. England (UPI) —
Robert ,Williamson said he stole
72 shoes fronl a iiairthen burned
them all. -They were pf no use
to me." he said. "They weie all
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THE TWO GIANTS
OF COMEDY,
SHOW YOU HOW TO
COMMIT MARRIAGE.
BOB HOPE. JACKIE GLEASON
JANE WYMAN
"HOW TO COMMIT MARRIAGE"
TECHNICOlOR ' CRC tml
. allulutt_111,11Mt-
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Not that It Matters. but most of it is true.
701,1 CENTURY FOX PRESENTS ......000°c)(1
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The Murray High Tigers and
the South Marshall Rebels played
on fairly even terms for three
quarters before Albert Scott tro-
ke the game wide open for the
Tigers by popping the net for
14 points in the final frame
and leading Murray to an 80-
69 victory. Scott was leading
scorer for the Tigers with 24
points for the night.
Murray held a six-point advan-
tage, 24-18, at the aid of the first
frame and the halftime buzzer





ATLANTA MO- If he hadn't
be pursuarkZ to atinge his
mind, Pete Maravish might nev-
er have become collegeet.bask
ball's greatest scorer.
"Pistol Pete" sounded quite
sincere 17 months ago when he
Insisted he had no interest in
winning another national scoring
title after setting an NCAA rec-
ord of 43.8 points per game in
his sophomore year.
We remember a visit with
Pete in a Baton Rouge, La.,
motel room.
He sat with one long leg
thrown over the arm of an
upholstered chair and frequently
brushed long hair out of his
eyes while talking about "the
new Pete Maravich."1
Pete hadn't even begun prac-
tice for his junior season then,
but he had made up his mind,
or so he apparently thought at
Mit time, to leave the scoriae
to the setter gunners and "con-
centrate on becoming the great-
est ball handler the game has
ever known."
Best Both Ways
It would appear he's managed
to do both. In addition to being
the most prolific scorer the col-
lege game has ever known,
"Pistol Pete" leads the South-
eastern Conference in assists.
But, if young Mr. Maravic.h
really was more interested in
becoming a fancy ball handler
than a shooter, he might have
taken lessons from "Hot Rod"
Hundley.
When the "Hot Rod" was at
West Virginia (1955. 57), the
crowds flocked to see him play
just as they now do for Mara-
vich.
But when Hundley said be
didn't care how many points he
got, just as long as his team
won, you'd better believe it.
Item: Several nights after
scoring 40 points against St.
John's in Madison Square Gar-
den, Hundley scored only four
(his career low) during an 89-
57 romp over a weak Virginia
Military team.
What happened, asked a spec-
tator who had noticed that the
"Hot Rod" didn't bother to
shoot even when he was wide
open.
"I didn't think it would've
been fair," Hundley quipped.
Fancy Fouls Failed
Item: Hundley, needing a sin-
gle point to equal thatheo-exist-
ing Southern Conference tourna-
ment record, was fouled while
attempting a last second shot in
the finals of the 1955 tourna-
ment.
He took both foul shots while
lying on his back- and missed
them both.
Rod Hundley was almost as
good a ball handler as "Pistol
Pete" - and a better rebound-
el. He averaged 24.5 points dur-
ing his college career - 0.3 less
than Jerry West who followed
him at West Virginia - but his
shooting percentage was just as
good as Maravich's.
Which way Maravich goes re-
mains to the future. But it's a
cinch the pros aren't going but
one way in their bid for the
first 45 scorer ever to come out
of the college ranks.
Star or flop, "Pistol Pete"
will bank a lot of dough when
the Carolina Cougars of the
ARA battle whichever NBA
team gets draft rights to the
lanky, 6.foot-5 gunner.
Another thing for sure That
pot of gold wouldn't be waiting
U "Pistol Pete" had stuck to
his plan to let tp ea Ids-scoring.
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CALLOWAY CAGERS SLAM MARSHALL
Calloway Blasts
North Marshall
a slim, 42-39, Mild.
South Marshall outscored the
Tigers 2444 in the third frame
to put the Rebels in front 59-56
going into the final period but
Murray High pumped in 24 points
in the fourth quarter while hold-
ing the Rebels to only 10,
Behind Scott in scoring for the
Tigers was David Alexander with
18, Pat Lamb with 17, Altai Hud-
speth with 11 and Steve Hale with
10.
Coach Bobby Toon kept his
starting Live in for the entire
game.
Game scoring honors went to
South's Gary McGregor who hit
for 26 points for the night - 18
of them coming in the first half.
Russell Palmer added 15 for
South Marshall and Sherman Co-
thran scored 13.
The Tigers hit 35 of 74 field
goal attempts for an average of
47.3 per cent and South Marshall
hit 29 of 68 from the field for a
42.'7 per cent average. Murray
lead in the rebound department
. .
Murray 24 42 58 80
South Marshall 18_89„_§9_6
Murray (844-Scott 24, Alexan-
der 18, Lamb 17, Hudspeth 11,
Hale
South Marshall (69)- McGre-
gor 26, Palmer 15, Cothran 13,
Reed 9, Norwood 6, Hall, Smith,
College Cage
Results
By United Press International
East
Army 61 Rutgers 52
F. Dickinson 57 American U. 55
Connecticut 66 Fordham 64
Pitts 72 Carnegie-Mellon 56
St. Bona. 131 Belmont Abbey 64
Boston Coll 83 Mass. 76
Boston U. 86 Rochester 62




carolina 87 Virginia 72
'Furman 79 Georgia St. 63
Davidson 93 Wm & Mary 87
Mt. St. Mary's 89 Cath. U. 74
Le Tourneau 91 Beth. Nazarene
69
Richmond 82 Citadel 81
Midwest
Indiana 80 Northwestern 78
Purdue 105 Mich. St. 86
Iowa 90 Minnesota 77
Wisconsin 66 Minois 65
DePaul 87 Mo. (St. L.) 74
Muskingum 112 Kenyon 100
Oberlin 95 Wooster 69
Southwest
TCU 80 Texas 55
Rice 76 Arkansas 69
Baylor 83 SMU 81







By United Press International
The Cincinnati Royals are
finding out that playing without
Oscar Robertson is not the
answer to their problems.
The Royals tried to trade
Robertson to the Baltimore
Bullets last week, but, the
sullirstar refused to go and he
made it stick because he had a
clause in his contract that he 
has the right to approve any
trade. Then the Royals lost
Robertson anyway, when he
suffered a groin injury -last
Friday that will keep him out
of action for two to four weeks.
The club suffered its third
stEilaiTeeis without Ro
by the Los Angeles Lakers, 124.
114,.,la a game at Clev
Tuesday night. It was the
Leiters' Oath straight win.
The New York Knicks also
reeled off their ninth1 straight
by downing San Francisco, 118-
98.
In a doubleheader at Balti-
more, Seattle beat Baltimore
120-115 after Boston edged
Chicago 93-85.
In the other game, Phoenix
defeated Philadelphia 131-123.
Jerry West, the NBA's
leading scorer, poured in 38
points and the Lakers took a 14-
2 lead and were never headed
by Cincinnati. Tom Van Arsdale
led the losers with 36.
Willis Reed scored 21 points
and grabbed 26 rebounds as
New York routed San Francis-
co. Jerry Lucas paced the
losers with 20.
Seattle player-coach Lenny
Wilkens and Bob Rule scored 10
of the final 14 Seattle points in
the win over Baltimore. Rule
finished with 29 and Wilkens
with 18. Jack Mann and Kevin
Loughery had 26 each for
Baltimore.
Jo Jo White paced Boston
0
with 23 points in the victory
over Chicago. Chet Walker had
23 for the losers.
Connie Hawkins and Gail
Goodrich each scored 28 points
to pace the surging Suns to a
131-123 victory over the 76ers
and into a third place tie with
the Chicago Bulls in the West.





NEW YORK (UPI}- Tim
McCarver was annoyed.
He tried not to let it show. It
did anyway. He didn't care for
the subject. Fat cats. He had
heard it before when he was
With the Cardinals and now
some people were beginning to
wonder what about the Mets?
One guy in the group said it
was only natural for ballplayers
to grow fit and contented in
the face of a great success
accompanied by a correspond-
ing hike in salaries.
"I disagree completely," said
McCarver, who was dealt to the
Phillies by the Cards along with
Curt Flood, Byron Browne and
Joe Hoerner for Richie Allen,
Cookie Rojas and Jerry John-
soh last October.
"It depends on the makeup of
the particular guy involved.
When I was with the Cardinals
they said we'd be 'fat cats'
after we won in '67. We won
again in '68 though. There may
be a subconscious form of
contentment after you win and
get a good raise, but I don't
thiqk you can call this
complacency and I know it
certainly doesn't apply once
you get on the field. I can cite
a million examples where




"Okay," he said. "What
about BMW-Aaron? He's great
one year and even greater the
nest, Babe !d 1d' quit
McCarver MIS
hitting home runs after he hit
60. He hit 54 the very next
year. I could- go on and on."
Tug' McGraw, the Mets' relief
pitc-Fer, tip-toed up behind
McCarver as he was talking
and the Mlles' catcher
suddenly noticed him. ,
"C'mon over here," Tie said
to McGraw. "I'm talking about
you. They're asking me whs.
ther I think you guys are going
to be 'fat cats' this year after
what you did last year and I'm
saying I don't think so."
McGraw agreed with McCar-
ver
McCarver got up from the
chair he was sitting in and
walked over to talk with
McGraw, who was waiting for
him to finish.
The Mets' lefty reliever has
gained a pound or two since the
World Series but he's no fat cat
yet. Speaking with McCarver in
a stylishly brown mod suit,
McGraw looked more like a
cool cat.
In one of his lapels he was
wearing a tiny gold numeral 1.
And on his face he was wearing
a slightly baffled expression
which, probably more than
anything else, said what in the
world is everybody getting,, so
worked up about?
PITTSBURGH (UPI).- Richie
Helmer, 22, who had, the highest
batting average, etiiny rookie in
the majors last seasod, signed
his 1970 contract Tuesday with
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Hebner, a third baseman, hit
.301 last year with eight homers
antiVRIgts, „
eland..
Bill Bogard, Kenny Thomas and John Hodge all won honors at
the Cadiz Motorcycle Club's race at Linton last Sunday. The
course was quite muddy in places and only about half of the
100 riders who started the race finished. Bogard, Thomas and
Hodge are all members of the Ken-Lake Cycle Club.
Racers Meet Austin
eay This Saturday
The Murray State Racers will
end a two-week, semester break
vacation Saturday when they play
at Austin Peay.
The long layoff is causing Coa-
ch Cal Luther concern as well
as a couple-.of other problems.
"Austin Peay always gives us a
tough game and being idle for
long and playing without (Hector)
Blondet will make it even tougher
for us to win," Luther said.
In a game at Murray last
December, Murray beat Austin,
Peay 85-72, but despite a strong
game from the Racers, the Gov-
ernors played close until the final
minutes. The Goys are 4-12 tor
the season and 1-6 in the OVC.
However, they are one of the
biggest scoring teams in the
nation with an 89.2 scoring aver-
age and have the OVC's second-
leading scorer in Howard Wright
who has averaged 26.7 points a
game. Sophomore guard Tom Sa-
ntel is also among the league's
leading scorers with a 14.1 aver-
age.
Murray is 12-5 for the season
and in third place in the OVC
with a 4-2 record, Claude Virden
is the top Racer scorer with a
20 point average. He is followed
by the still suspended Blondet
with 16.1, Jimmy Young with
15.1, RCHI Johnson with 11, and
Don Funneman with 5.9. Bill
Mancini, who will start in place
of Blondet, is averaging 5.1.
Johnson is the team's leading
rebaunder with an average of
13.9. Jimmy Young is tops in
the OVC and fifth in the nation
In free throw shooting, having  




The Murray State track team,
which finished fourth in a four-
way meet last Saturday at the
University of Illinois, will run
Purdue and Indiana State in a
triangular meet Saturday at Pur-
due.
Murray had but two winners,
Tommy Turner in the 600 dash
and 'Doug Morris in the pole
Vault at Illinois, but Coach Bill
Cornell said his team performed
well in its first meet of the out-
door season.
Turner won the 600 in 1:11,0
and Morris the vault with 14-6.
Bob Hargrove placed second in
the high jump -with a leap of
6-4 and Tom Williams third in
both the long and triple jumps
with leaps of 21-6',2 and 44-514.
Other Racers to place were
Lee Roy McGinnis, fourth in
the quarter; Darrell Remote; thi-
rd in the half and ftfth in the mile;
Al Hicks, fourth in, the 1000;
Eddie Hearne, fourth in the 300;
Ed Postel, fifth in the 880; Gary
eighton and Jim Krejci, fourth
and fifth in the 2-mile, and Scott
Leary, fourth in the triple jump.
Murray's mile relay team of
Bob Smith, Poste', McCai
and Turner finished third • P
3:19.1. Turner had a 46.2 atich_gr_
Tap. -7 
Percent.
The Racers will play Tenne-
ssee Tech at Murray Monday
night. In a previous game at
Tech, Murray won 87-78. The
Eagles have an overall record
f 7-9 and are in fourth place
in the conference with three wins
and four losses.
Middle Tennessee, who led
league leader Western Kentucky
much of the way in a game
Saturday night, will be in town,
Feb. 9 before the Racers take
their most Alifftadt road trip
of the season to Eastern Ken-
Barry Hits 33
To Lead Caps
By United Press International
It's a new season for Rick
Barry of the Washington Caps,
Perry, who is fast recovering
from knee surgery that had
him hobbling on the sidelines
for the most part of the season,
scored 33 points Tuesday night
to lead the Caps to a 142-125
victory over the Denver Rock-
ets, It was the most points
Barry had scored since the
opening game of the season.
Barry, a former star in the
NBA with the San Francisco
Warriors
' 
canned 14 field goals
to spark the Caps to their
highest output of the Aar. All
but one of the Caps hit in
double figures while Larry
Jones topped the Rockets with
32 points.
Cincy Powell and Manny
Leaks each scored 26 points to
lead the Dallas Caparrals to a
126-122 victory over the Indiana
Pacers. Bob Netolicky netted 32
points for the Pacers.
Bob Verga, the league's
leading scorer, hit for 24 points,
three below his season average,
to help the Carolina Cougars to
a 105-91 triumph over the New
York Nets.
CUBS SIGN REGAN, JAMES
CHICAGO (UP1)- The Chica-
go Cubs Tuesday signed relief
pitcher Phil Regan and outfiel-
der Cleo James to 1970
contracts,
Regan posted a 12-6 record
for the Cubs last year while
James came to the club in the
winter draft from the Los
Angeles Dodgers' organization.
Five Calloway County Lakers
scored in double figures on the
way to a 99-66 romp over the
North Marshall Jets at Jeffr
Gymnasium here last night.
Pete Roney paced the scoring
attack with 29 points and Charles
Rushing poured in 23. Other Lak-
ers in double figures were Darr-
ell Crawford with 18, Darrell
Cleaver with 12 andDennis Sears
with 10 points.
Rushing hit 22 of his points in
the first half but had to leave the
game early in the second half
with a hand injury.
Calloway Jumped out in front
early in the first frame and held
a 24-18 lead at the start of the
second period. The Lakers pour-
ed in 22 points in the second
period while limiting the Jets
to only 12 to take a 16 point
lead, 46-30, into the locker room
at inter missiont
The Lakers continued to pour
BLACK BACK FOR BYU
PROVO, Utah (UPI)- Brig-
ham. Young University Tuesday
announced the enrollment of
 the' first blank athlete under a
varsity football scholarship in
the history of the Mormon
school.
Ron Knight, a 5-10 defensive
back, transferred from North-
eastern Oklahoma, Eiyu has
bevin criticized by blacks
bechase they are prohioited
from 'holding the priesthood in
the hfor man religion.
on the steam in the second half ,
and held a 21 point lead at the
end of the third quarter, 68-47. -.-
North Marshall placed three
men in double figures with Dale
Hughes on top with 14. Smith
added 12 and Doughty 11 for the
Jets,
The Lakers hit 34 of 73 field
goals for a 46.4 per cent average
compared with North's 24 of 80
attempts for 30 per cent. Callo-
way held the advantageat the free
throw line by collecting 24 of 40
for 60 per cent to the Jets' 16
of 28 for 57,1 per cent.
Calloway's record is now 8-12, ;
Calloway County 24 46 68 94
North Marshall 18 30 47 66
Calloway County (94) - Roney e
29, Rushing 23, Crawford 18,
Cleaver 12, Sears 10, Todd 2.2
North Marshall (66) - Hughero
14, Smith 12, Doughty 11, Basham H




UTREtHT; -Rolland (UPI) —
Jane-:-ttanth af 
population occupies the nation'i
hospital beds each year, Prof
T.M. de Vreeze, president of tht
National Hospital Council, sale '
in a speech. De Vreeze said that
on a per capita basis eact
Dutchman spends a few days
year in a hospital. Holland'! - -
hospitals have 85,000 workers
or 1.36 per bed, he said.
Weather Forces Cancellation
01St. John's, Rhode Island
tucky and Morehead Feb. 14 tuid , By GREG GALLO
UPI Sports Writer
.•-tifit Murray-Austin Peay gain.* w
will begin at 7:30. Freshman St. John's had control over
teams from the two schools will everything but the *eather
play a 5:30 preliminary. Tuesday night at Kingston, R.I.
The Redmen were leading the
University of Rhode Island 55-
40 early in the second half when
torrents of water came gushing
through a hole in the roof of the
Friend or foe??
LANCASTER, Pa (UPI) -0
Franklin and Maishall College's1Ram5' field bowie and caused -lure, led by 6-10 center Bob
all-star soccer goalie, Paul
Figiey of Richardson, Tex., must
be wondering who his friends are
these days.
The junior net-minder saw
his team lose three games during
the -'69 season when the
opponents' winning goals were
knocked into Figley's goal by his
own teammates.
So tar, he says, he hasn't
developed a defense against his
own team. "I was just too
stunned each time it happened,'
,
he said.
the referees to stop play. Heavy
rains and gusty winds had
buckled a skylight on ihe_roof
of the gymnasium and without
warning the players fans and
the court were soaked in a
matter of seconds.
While the officials and
coaches were debating whether
to continue, many of the 4,000
spectators, some with their
umbrellas popped open, began
singing "Row, Row, Row Your
Boat," and "Singing in the
Rain,"
Finally Rained Out
Play eventually continued but
when several of the players
slipped on the wet floor, the
game was called with 1.3:16
remaining They waited another
45 minutes but the rain
wouldn't go away. The game
was finally postponed and will
be resumed Wednesday after-
noon.
Fourth-ranked St. Bonaven-
Lanier's 28 points, demolished
Belmont Abbey, 131-64, as the
&Aides set a "school scoring
mark. Lanier also palled down
19 rebounds.
Charley Scott corn
for the loss of injured starters,
Bill Chamberlain and L
Dedmon by pouring in 30 points
to lead No, 6-rated North
Carolina to a 8742 victory over
Virginia.
Iowa Tops Big Ten .
Iowa took over the Big T
lead by defeating Minnesota,
77, while ninth-rallied Illino
I L.
I
tost to Wisconsin, 66-65, on
Albert Henry's layup with two
seconds left to play.
Iowa, raising its conference
record to 5-0, was led by John
Johnson with 33 points. Illinois,
5-1 in Big Ten play, led 41-39 at
halftime but couldn't hold back
the d e t er mined Badgers.,
Clarence Sherrod of' laleacesin
led all scorers with 21 points, It
was the first defeat for Illinois
on their home court in 18
games.
Purdue, the defending Big
Ten champions, bombed Michi-
gan State, 105-86, as Rick
Mount scored 41 -points. The
Boilermakers now have a 4-2
record in league play.
Davidson, rated No. 16 raced
to its 53rd consecutive home
court victory over William and
Mary,' 93-87. Jerry Kroll led the
winners with 24 points.
In other games: Indiana
defeated Northwestern, 80-78,
Army downed Rutgers 61-52,
Connecticut edged Forciiam, 66-
64, Boston College beat Massa-
chusetts, 83-76, Texas Tech -
routed Texas A&M, 84-66 TCLI
bombed Texas, 80-55, DePaul
defeated Missouri of St. Louis,




















LOS ANGELES—it's still a little early, but some Stadium. Here Bill Sudakis connects w• ith a battieg
Anzeles-129agets- reekiea,aaA.seseders. an. junta.. -practice pitch. •Clesig;ere-' ileieter---eautr.wift
ing the spring training gun by working out at Dodger open newt month in Vero Beach.
- •
Dodgers Get Jump On Rivals
a
• F.,





fOft WO es IC WI We MOWI We
th'elk
WEEKEND SPECIALS
— THURSPAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY —
MEN'S SUITS DACRON & WOOL Reg $55 SALE $3 788
MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS Re $6 - SALE $388
LADIENARFASES ½price
LADIES SPORTSWEAR ½ price
LADIES WINTER COATS E $2888




BOYS' JACKETS Reg Sli Se
 1/2 price
_ _ 1/2 price
$488 - $588
SALE $888
MATERIAL - - - - —
KETTLE cLorrll‘
BLANKETS R. s”, _
MEN'S-HATS _
- SALE - yd. 88'








The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club held
its regular monthly meeting on
Monday, January 2.6, at nine-thir-
ty o'clock in the morning.
Miss Jeanette Cathey, Crea-
tive Arts scholarship winner,
presented the lesson on "Mak-
ing Mobiles".
The departmeot chairman,
Mrs. Macon Blankenship, pres-
ided and welcomed five new mem-
bers who are Mesdames Barbara
Fleming, Barbara Harrell, Jean
Lindsey, Juanita Lynn, and Clara
Haverstock.
Plans were made kir the Art
Show to be held March 1 in the
basement of the dubboase.Nam-
ed to the committee are Mesdam-
es James sarrtson, ceattletn,
Ben Trevathan, Robert Dooglas,
Paul Heise, Tas Hopson, Henry
Holton, Jack Beale Kennedy, Jo-
hn Trotter, John Resig, and Cb-
arles Tuttle.
The minutes were read by
the secretary, Mrs. Eff W. Bird.
song, and the treasurer's revert
was given by Mrs. Esilerd BOK.
Hostesses for the add Mem




Carole Ann Ray &
Terry Lee Davis
To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale Ray
of Calvert City announce the
engagement and approaching ma-
rriage of their daaghter, Carole
Ann, to Airman First Class Ter-
ry Lee Davis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Davis of Shawnee.
town, Mamie
The bride-elect is the grand-
dmighter of Mrs. Mary Ray of
Murray, the late Mr. Clayton
Ray, and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Brandon. The groom-elect's
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Hensley of Kan& and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Jake Davis.
A 1967 graduate of North Mar-
shall High School, the tride-
elect attended POD= somm-
unity College and is now a jun-
ior at Murray State University.
majoring in business edumitiom
The groom elect Is also a
gradaste of North Marshall High
School in the class of 1966, alio-
acted Pachicah Community
egg, and is now serving with the
united slates All e orce, (soil-
ing Air Farce Base, washings
trea. D. C.
A Feta-uary wedding is being
planned.
naffs=
Mr. and Mrs. Jay T. Inman,
915 College Court, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl, Angela
Lee, weighing eight pounds one
ounce, born on Frith's, January
30. at 415 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Graodpareots are Kr, and
Mrs. Traylor Inman of Boone-
ville, Md., and Mr. and Mrs.
Rectal Ewing of Murray Route
Two,
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Condrey of Dallas, Texas,
Mr. sod Mrs. Norman W
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Inman of Young Woman's Auxiliary Blood River
Booaeville, Ind, Association Meets At Hazel Church----
,Cam Jo Is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bonds of
Balm Rode Five tor their baby
girl, weighing di pounds 121,1
ammo, torn on Saturday, Jan-
, miry 31, at 5:06 km. at the
Murray-Callovay Comity Hospit-
aL
They have a son, Roony Dale,
age three. The father is employ-
ed hir M. C. Ruggles at pref.
east] e.
Grambarents are Mr. and Mn,
Blain Boods of Briensburg and
Mr. and Mrs. Witham Phelps
of Fairdealing.
TER ,LEDGEE & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Kids can study
with noise!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY This is in response to •'Generation
Gap' '-the mother who count understand how her kids
could study with all kinds at racket going on around them!
We have become so accostorned to noise that it doesn't
distract us. We can "turn it aff" in our own minds. I know
that I cannot study unless I am timing out some kindLA_
noise. By the was.. I am ie. and a straight A student--
NEEDS NOISE TO STUDY BY
DEAR ABBY - Re the lady who wrote and asked you if
you thought her kids could really study with the noise of a
television or radio going on: You said. "Send me their
grades, and ru send you my answer."
Well, it's not necessiu-y to send their grades. I am 17 and
I do all my homework while I'm watching 'television or
listening to the radio, and I have a 3 4 grade average.
If I tried to study in A quiet place, I would never get my
work done because I'd be spending all my time trying to hear
what everyone else was doing.
A radio or TV. tunes out all that other noise It works.
I say, let kids study in whatever atmosphere they want
to study in. They are old enough to know how they study
best. LIKES NOISE IN MANHATTAN
DEAR ABBY - You hod a letter in _y_our column recently.
from a mother who asked pee if you thought a child could
really "study" properly with the television going full blast,
and the racket of a stereo and radio going on. Your evening*
interested me. ["Send me his grades and I'll send you an
answer"] .
I am a high school teacher, and I astir: tor a show of
hands of ALL the students who made it a practice to try to
find a "quiet" place in which to study. NOT one et my honor
students raised his hand! So maybe the kids of today are
able to tune out distractions. TELLING IT LIKE IT IS
DEAR ABBY: It makes me so mad! Why can't parents
understand us children? I saw the letter in your column
signed "GENERATION GAP," and all I can say is there sure
is a generation gap when it comes to "noise" and how it
affects the younger generation as compared to how it
affected their parents.
If I don't have some kind of "noise" around me, I can't
concentrate on what I'm reading. This is the truth because I
have tried to study in silence and I can't do it. I am a high
school freshman and make straight A's.
ts IN ALTER/FtN,1CY
- DEAR ABBY: Maybe the kids are right. Years ago I
lived near the railroad tracks, and I slept like a log every
night even tho I could hear that train whistle at all hours.
We moved. and I had a terrible time sleeping I actually
missed the noise of the train!
So, familiar "noise" can sometimes unconsciously give
peace of mind and a feeling of security to a person. I say, if
the kids want to study in a boiler factory, let them-if they
make their grades GRANDPA IN DULUTH
DEAR ABBY: My kid is one of those who studies with
the television turned up so haeti it can break your eardrum.
He also claims he can "tune out" the noise so it doesn't
bother him. So how come when he's talking on the telephone
if somebody in the next room says. "boo" he yells. "SHUT
UP-I'M TRYING TO TALK ON THE PHONE!"
A PUZZLEMENT IN PHILADELPHIA
What's your problem" You'll feel better if you get it elf
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 657IW, 1.44 Angeles. Cal.
MSC For a perigeesl rept) earlose stamped. addressed
eavebspe.
Hate to write letters! Seed si I. Abby. Bez 11175e. LAM
Angeles. caL Nene Far Abby's booklet. "Haw to Write Let-
ters for Al Occasions."
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
osueor4,
Wsdneiday, February
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church WKS will meet at the
church at seven p.
• • •
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the Faxon School at
1:30 p.
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church
TAWS will meet at the church
at seven p. m.
• • •
Thursday, February II
The Hazel Elementary School
PTA will meet at the school at
seven p. m. with the Founders
Day program by the fifth and
sixth grades. Hostesses will be
of thole grades.
• • •
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
• • •
have a dinner meeting at 6:30
p. m. at the club house, lim-
b= are to bring husbands or
goests. Hostesses are Madams
lism,phreys Key, Clifton Key,
J. & Wilson, Harold Dough's',
and Dewey Ragsdale.
• • •
  Friday, February 6
The Senior Citizens Club -
meet at the Community Center
at 11 noon. A potluck luncheoe
wilt be served.
• • •
The annual meeting of CUP
eh Women United will be held
at the First United Methodist
Church at ten a. in. All 1101a-
ben of each member church
are urged to attend. An elec-
tion and installation of officers
be held and a film will be
shown_ The meeting will cane
before noon.
• • •
A baby girl, Cynthia, Veigiligg
settle Wends gem ooncests
hors to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ford of Mayfield Route Seven
on Monday, February 2, at the
'Array-Calloway County Hospit-
al.
Thar other cadren are Be-
linda, age six, Barry age 2Ifr,
and Darrell, age twenty-one mo-
The tither is employed
by Riley Electric of Calvert Qty.
Grombarents are Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Jones of Mayfield and
Mrs. Sarah K. Medlin of Sedalia.
Grail grandpareots are Rol
Champlin of Mayfield, Bob Ford
and Jahn Mathis Of Sedalia.
Heightea a corner or at...eke
with a coat of paint. Create the
illusion of a separate r(X11111 11%
Naara.balr a small corner or
saaar aith the main ntorn.
Mark out a *ening corner or a
teatime arra foe one to make
f voi porflot!ILIAZte
•
The Young Roman's Auditory
of the mood River Associational
Woman's Missionary Union held
Its second quarterly meeting of
the year on Thursciay, January
29, at the Hazel Baptist Church.
Forty-seven members and five
visitors were in attendance with
seven churches represented.
The group was called to order
with the YWA watchword, Daniel
123. The hymn was led by Miss
Glenda Kitty with Mrs. Cindy
Carroll at the piano. Miss Jody
Adams read the calendar of pray-
er and Aloe Faucher led the weep
in prayer tor the missionaries.
Mt cc Carol Barrov,preskient,
at the business sessk.
The roll call, minutes, and me
Randal report were given by
Mtge Barka Jackson.
A report was given from the
isecediell committee ;hitt in-
cluded pbas kr a clothes U.
it was voted in start mirk imp-
oddity on this activity with in-
dtvideal YWA 's responsilte kr
preparing the clothes for use.
Miss Esabelle Ray encourased
the group to get involved in the
home missioo study durtog Feb.
ruar y
Mrs. Loyd Cornell, leader of
the BapttO Student Cube IVA..
resented the TWA sgassan awe-'
rd to Miss Gasie Kersey aho gave
summary of the work that earta
ad her the award. Mrs. Craw-
brd aay, director, urged all
Iris to begin work on their
citations.
The speaker for the meatier
Liss Rebecca_ 1=4,
mmer missionary to J111111(2.
She told of her experiences with
the native people of Jamaica and
with , the missionaries stationed
there.
As Miss Tarry spoke, slides
were shown of the landscape
and various mission projects ie
which she participated. The
meeting room was decorated with
articles characteristic of lanai-...
ca.
Elm Grove Baptist Church was
awarded the tanner for the best
percentage of their membership
in attendance.
The closing prayer was lad
by Mrs. Danny Outland.
Retreshments were served by
the Hazel YWA members.
The next meeting will be het
at the Flbd Baptist Churst
Thursday. April 30,
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Cross Skarn
are vacationing in Bradenton,
Florida.
---
Charles Hainlbi of Marro has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducat.
- - -
Mrs. Rebecca Crouse of Mgr-
re Route Two has been aped's*
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah._
Rrovn Of HUAI Rid.
we his teem disc awed ewe
astern Fiaptia Beepitel, !mile•
Saturday, Pebrwary 7
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Thomp-
son will have a reception at the
Rerdin School cafeteria from
one to four p. m. in celebration.
of their 50th wedding anniver-
sary. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
• • •
A personal and household
shower will be held for Mrs.
Tremon Farris whom home re
centiy burned at two p. w. at
the Burnett's Chapel Methodist
Church.
• • •
The New Providence Riding
Club will have a dinner at the
Grecian Steak House at 630
p. m. A business meeting will
follow the dinner. All members





Announcement has been made
of the engagement of Miss Paula
Jo Ervin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James F. Ervin of Reid.
land, and Dale Chapman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
hapman of Mayfield.
Miss Ervin is a 1966 gradua-
te of Reidand High School and
a gradate of Paducah tunu'
College. She is presently attend-
ing Western Kentucky Universi-
ty.
Mr. Chapman Is a 1960 grad-
nate Of Murray College High
col and is *Wading Murray State
University He is presently eo
ployed with Covington Bros., Inc.
The wedding will be an event
of Fetxuary 21 at four o'doA
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UNIVERSITY OF KRII TUCKY
COUNTY EX5I'ENS5K AGENTS
IN HOME ECONOMICS
According to the dictionary,
classic mesns in fashion for
years. Why anything becomes
classic, as one designer says,
It because it is pleasing on most
of us. The wise homemaker uses
classic clothing to extend the
clothing dollar. She then adds
touches of up-to-date fashions
-give spice to this wardrobe.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick-,
Man, Ky; 42050 Tetephose --336•1
- ---
SELECT IT -WISELY - With
several kinds and many cuts
of meat on the retail market,
meat offers more in variety and
price range than almost any other
fetid. Knowledge of the countless
Opportunities in meat is a dis-
tinct advantage, for it assures
varied and interesting menus.
The selection of meat in the
retail market presents a chall-
enge to the shopper because there
are not only scores of cuts of
beef, veal, pork and lamb but
also the variety meats and many
different kinds of sausages and
ready-to-serve meats with which
she should become acquainted.
- Barletta A. Wrather, 209 Map-
le St., Murray, Kentucky 42071
Telephone 753-1452.
-
Are you planning for a new
wall to wall carpet this spring?
You will need an idea of how
much carpet your room will re-
quire in order to establish your
price per yard limitations, Mul-
tiply the lesigth times the width
of the room in feet and divide
this number by nine, This will
tell you how many square yards
you need. The number of sq.
yards divided into the total am-
ount you plan to spend will give
you an idea of how much a yard
you can spend for your carpet,
Be sure you measure care-
fully into door ways as this
sometimes adds 3 inches to the
sides of a carpet in order to
cover all the space. Before you
place your order for carpeting
the store will measure for you.
However, the guide I have given
you will help you understand
your general needs before you
start to shop, - Mildred W.
Potts, La Center, Kentucky 42056
Telephone 665-5671r. •
- - -
Are your meals well-bahoced?
It Is not hard lode. Intact, you
can almost plan your menus by
color. Get in the habit of eating
meals that combine the greens
and yellows of vegetables with
the reds of meat, ,the white of
cereals and bread, the pinks
and yellows of fruit, the white
to cream and golds of milk and
cheese. If yOu stick to only one
or two colors, you are sure to
skip some foods you need. Soon-
er or later the lack will show
up in the way you look and feel.
- Pat Everett, Courthouse, Ben-
ton, Ky, 42025 Telephone: 527-
6601.
- ---
Carpet determines mime sel-
ectloo for your borne. If you sel-
ect a brightly colored carpet,
keep the remaining fabric colors
simple. 4Brine in other colors
with decorative accessories. Its
an eclectic era and family heir-
looms, antique or secondhand
finds, fit in with steel, glass
and plastics. - Juanita Amon-
or 753-4947
Whaa44
ett, Callethouse, Paducah, Ky,
42001 Telephone 402718-
The container part of your kit-
chen blender should be cleaned
as soon after use as possible.
Pour a solution of deterrent and
water in to the container. Turn
the blender on and agitate the wa-
ter solution a few seconds. This
will usually remove most of the
refuse from the blades & sides
of container, otis----alsclne-Gra
film Federal Building Clinton,
Kentucky 42031 Telephone 653-
E231.
Suede jackets and coats re-
quire the individual handling of
professional leather cleaning
specialists. The cleaning charges
are much higher than for a cloth
coal, because the dyes used to
achieve the colors are sometimes
removed partially during the
cleaning process. This means
re-dying in the right shade.
Special care also must be taken
to retain the soft nap. -
Fifty U.S. cities have installed
bikeways for riders.
WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 4, 1970
Style-Setters Among Designers In Rome
And Paris Dropped Hemlines In Shows
By PATRICIA MoCORMACK
r;NEW YORK (UPI)- In their
spnIng shows style - setters
ong designers in Rome and
aris dropped hemlines to mid-
calf and below.
They followed a trend set
eeks earlier by pacosettng 
merican designers probably
sounding the evedual death
ell for the mini.
Rather than being new, the
onger skirts are a throerbtick
to the 1930s and to Christian
Dior's felled "new look" of
1947. The resemblance in
-silhouette between the 1447 Dior
collection and the one Marc
Bohan showed last week for
house is striking.
The 1970 versions even
included the waistline at its
natural place.
Opts For Longer Skirts
Among trend-setting design-
ers on the other side of the
tlantic opting for longer skirts
was Yves St, Laurent. A couple
of seasons ago he was trying to
replace daytime dresses with
tsuits.
Coco Chanel is on the longer
hemline bandwagon, too, but
not by doing anything different-
ly. The Chanel hemlines remain
pretty constant from year to
year. They are long, Fashion is
returning to her way of
thinldng.
If past is prologue, there are
some interesting interpretations
of a rpareturtyn. Thto long skirts, thIn e
1920s for examsple, life was one
big
crash. Short skirts got longer.
In the 1960e, to some extent,
i• *the nation went on a big ,s. *
permissive binge -i kind or Based on eug—rg '-ffes ons Tr-o-ir-7---
party. Inhibitions fell in all serVicemen, - teen-agers at one
arenas - sexual, dance, cloth- keel "Y" collect these items •
ing, At the decade's end skirts for mailing to servicemen in
were the shortest in modern Vietnam: foil or plastic wrap,





Do thleonglonger, skirts of the '70s markers, heavy duty needles and
mean that the party of the '60s thread, instant breakfast, instant
Is over? That's what long skirts oatmeal, bouillon cubes, plasti.
of the '30s meant, according to tubes of cheese spreads, vaeuure
Mila Contini's interpretation in sealed tins of nuts, cookies arid
"fashion," an historic review, fruitcake.
Trend Significant
There's something significant
also about the trend to making
the waistline at its natural
ill I
place.
A woman's waistline In the
right place indicates a desire
for normalcy, an acceptance of
paternalism and a reaction
against female emancipation.
And all of you yrho pooh-pooh
the longer skirts and natural
waistlines are forewarned. In
the 18th century, a fashion
observer named Colley alter
said:





cent as they may appear,
vacuum bottles are poten-
tial bombs looking for a
time and a place to ex-
plode, the National Safety
Council captions, A mo-
ment of carelessness could
lead to even blindness.
Among other precau-
tions, the council advised
against using the bottles to
carry 'carbonated bever-
ages. Pressure can build up
inside as the released car-
bon dioxide expands.
Also: Never insert metal
utensils or wire bottle
brushes into vacuum bot-
tles; they can scratch or
break the glass liner. And
avoid creating temperature
extremes—such as washing
in hot water and filling im-
mediately-with-told-liquids-
*
Protect the neckline of
suede coat from Makeup I
wearing a scarf.
Garr instrystions utagallt, are
jm'Iuile'l is; hangtago. it loo•af
Libel of a n.e gifliiirrol. Head
the inArnctiost.. foe gooiest..., in
whether garment ..nritt to 1,
ilricleanrd Ihitificrett.
A car going tia miTisan boo
about 360 feet to step.
•
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
CHOCK ROAST 
Cu!i.11ANC?@ii FRY STEAK 880
U. CHOICE
 LB.890





POT PIES ,5 FOR $LIBBY
ORANGE JUICE FROZEN 120Z.CAN  390
tik Mix  xxoEzs si
VANITY






FREE CANDY & BALLOONS FOR THE KIDS









contribution on my tax return?
Q) What is the maximum.
A) Unless You contributed social security to, for no?
an additions] amount to your I third( 1 mid i.e much more
church qver and above what I hew two hobo loot 
year.
this cards ordinarily cost, no
&Auction may be taken. A) If you worked for two
The gule in this case is thatj or more employers and more
charitable deductions are al- . than -$:174.40 was withheld
lowed when the amount of the from your wages last year for
pu rcha se price exceeds the Social Security taxes, then the
fair market value of the item, excess can be claimed as a
received in exchange. Compare credit on line 20 of your in-
the cold of the cards to that of come tax -return. In cases
ether cards of a similar na- where a person has only one
tare to Vie if yOU have a con- employer during the year and
more than $374.40 was with-
held for Social Security taxes,
the excess cannot be claimed
as a credit on the return. The
employer must adjust the
overcollect ion with the em-
ployee.
A W-2 form from each em-
ployer must he attached to
your tax return.
BIE  LfDGER a
STAff MOMS BY JIM BAILEY
NKSC President Dr. Frank Steel, left, and Regent Charles Wiley explain the college budget while stu-






first biennial spending pro-
posal apparenty a
"shoe-in."
A cheering section of 250
NKSC supporters jammed
the Senate gallery Saturday
to assure just that—a col-
lege budget "sale" from
any more cuts.
THE GROUP was here
Crazy World
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Odds
and ends from the nation's
mplt.21— mostly odd:
They gathered in the Senate
Office Building Auditorium,
for a Joint House-Senate
Revenue and Appropria-
tions Committee hearing at
1:30 p.m. at which presi-
dent Dr. FrankSteely re-
viewed his budget.
The committee's attitude
was amicable to Northern.
ommitteemen took no
notes. asked tesv probing
questions and it wu all
over in 20 mnutes..
..-"rincy THEN Collectively
Vished Dr. Steely "good
luck" with the venture.
resplendent in nightshirts and
tophats. Two score of them.
The nightgowned ones
solemnly anointed another gent-
leman present with waters of
the creek called Octorara, and
presented Um with pebbles
from it, to a cymbal solo.
Thus was Sen. Richard S.
Schweiker, R-Pa.., inducted into
t b e Slumbering Groundhog
Lodge of Quarryville, Pa., a
group which since 1908 has been
perpetuating the notion that the
U.S.Ind WI caul..
This atmosphere was a
somewhat markesLcontrast
to earlier hearings on high-
er education budgets--
when the committee de-
manded some pretty tough
answers to some pretty
pointed questions.
There was nothing re-
vealed in the hearing to




aforesaid animal can foresee
when spring is coming.
Bless the American Mining
Congress both for its hospitality
and cancbr.
One paragraph of an an-
nouncement of its meeting in
Washington was an invitation to
a reception. The second and
last
"The major part of the two-
day conference concerns inter-
nal organization and bousekeep-
xpayers Ask IRS
This column of questions aiik answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
CV I used Schedule T to fig-
ure out my tax. Do I have to
send it in with my 1040? '
A) Most taxpayers do not
lupe to send in the Schedule T
with their tax returns. How-
ever, if you are subject to self-
employment tax, or claim re-
tirement income credit, invest-
ment credit or foreign tax
credit, you will have to file
Schedule T with your return.
Q) What is the filing dead-
line few farmers who die not
send in an estimated tax re-.
nun?
A) Under the.Tisx Reform
Act of 1969, farmers now have
until March 1 to file their re-
turn and avoid penalties for
not malting estimated tax dec-
lara'tioes. This gives farmers
tato - weeks more than they
previously had to gather their
records and prepare their re-
turn. . .
Since Nlarch 1 is a Sunday
this year, farmers have until
March 2 to file. Fanners
should attach Sclusdule F to
their Form 10,1(1and pay in
full any tax that is due.
Cheeks or money orders should
fie made pa j able to the Inter.
nil Revenue Service and iden-
(ified by the taxpayer's Social
Security number to make sure
A if prdperly erencted.
Q1 I 0111 be sending in my
lay return under My married
sante thio - year. no 1 need •
new Social Security number or
anything else because of the
change? •
A) No, your number re-
mains the same. However, t
make note of the change right
under the address section on ,
the front ."-page of the Form ,
1040 you file. Enter here the
name and address appearing
on your 1968 tax return.
If you haven't already done
so, give the local office of the
Social Security Administration
your new name and address.
Q) I bought Christmas cards
from my church. Can I deduct
what they cost as a charitable
receive more than this basis
on a sale, the gain is reported
as a capital gain. If you re-
ceive less, the loss is reported
as a capital less.
Q) Where can I got a copy of
the form needed to claim mov-
ing expenses?
Al' This form may be ob-
tained from your local IRS
offiee.—Ask for Form 5903.
Q) I'm paying back a loan I
took to cover the costs of my
daughter's college education.
Is this deductible?
A) You' may deduct the in-
terest portion- of your- loan
payments if you itemize de-
ductions. If you are not sure
how much of your loan pay-
ment represents interest, check
with the bank or other Insti-
tution that made the loan.
They should be able -to tell
you.
trthution deduction.
Q) When you inherit stock
and then it. do -you have
to pay tat% on the aniseeds?
Ai Your cost ba..ts for the
sttntk is its Nalue at the date
• death f th decedent from
whom you inh,rtteit it. if -you
•
THE TOTAL budget la
63.2 million.
Dr. Steely was obviously
pleased—both at the com-
mittee's reception and the
imported cheering section.
THREE BUS-LOADS and
15 private car-loads trans-
ported student. chamber
members, family and in-
terested citizens to the
Frankfort hearing.
WITH HELEN STACY
SHOW PROMOTES KENTUCKY'S BEEF INDUSTRY
Many Kentuely, cattlemen will be putting their steers into
competition against those from top feeder herds in the country
at the fourth annual Louisville Steer L Carcass Show March
2-5.
This show, featuring some $22,000 in premiums, is as we say,
open to steer producers "throughout the world," The Kentucky
Department of Agriculture allocates $12,000 to the show with
the remaining premium offerings coming from supplemental
payments provided by national breed associations.
During its four years of existence this show has made trem-
endous growth in bath quality and quantity. The the show will be
at the Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center, with a Louisville
packer handling the carcass show,
Kentucky is the cattle center for mid-USA and I feel that
we are fortunate to be able to sponsor and hosth show of this
size and prestige. It serves to promote our cattlemen and their
outstanding beef enterprises while serving as a laboratory ix
beef cattle evaluation,
Many persons outside agriculture might not be aware of the
progress being made by our funleis. By the same token I feel
that many times the real economic significance of these enter-
prises is not fully known and perhaps fully appreciated by the non-
agricultural public.
With this in mind, I wouldlike to cite some facts about Kentucky's
beef industry. During the past year, there were 956,000 head of
beef stock two years old and older on Kentucky farms. This was an
eight percent increase over the past year's inventory.
Record growth was registered in the number of beef heifers,
236,000 head, a 19 percent increase above previous numbers.
Increase in steer numbers was close with an 18 percent increase
recorded for a total of 286,000 head.
Beef specialists and other observers feerliat—tfre gauwth
realized in these two categories. — heifers and steers, indicate
trends for the future. If this is true, Kentucky will see rapid
expansion in beef breeding programs and steer feeding operations.
ing, lacking in news interest."
The subject on the Senate
am' was the Democratic
leadership report on what's to
be done by the second session
of the 91st Congress.
GOP Leader Hugh Scott  
"Will the pace and content of
legislative action be better next
year? Clearly the temper or
this age of Aquarius calls for
less bureaucratic omphaloskep•
sis; all things are changing and
we are changing with Mein.
"Omnia mutantur, et nos
mutarour in tills,"
Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield: "I can see some
interesting days ahead, especi-
ally when one has to compete
with an Oriental scholar on the
other side of the aisle I
assure the senator that the
(Democratic) words will be
more decipherable than the
4nes describing a period of
thought,
"In describing that period of
thought one should look at one's
navel so one could achieve
greater wisdom as h result."
Scott "I have sought to keep
'ours Byzantine and Occidental
since we Occidentals are
sensitive to any loss of Eace.
Therefore, rather than the
Oriental I have concluded with
a Greek word, courtesy of the
policy committee, and a Latin
phrase, courtesy of myself."
BRITISH HEADQUARTERS BOMBED IN BELFAST--Soldiers In-
rpc, t damage in the Brown Square Barracks, former police
itation being ti,ed as .neadquarters for British army units
in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It was believed a bomb was
thrown from a passing auto., Tensions again are running
high between Protertants and Catholics (Cablephoto)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS




































Headline on a newsletter to 62 tidy
constitutents from Sen. William
Proxmire, D-Wis.:
"Prox 2nd senator in U.S.
history to answer 1,000 consecu-
tive roll calls."
(The first was Margaret
Chase Smith, R.ifaine.)
During one discussion of the
controversial HEW appropria-
tion bill, Sen. Warren Magni).
Snig D-Wasb., was inspired to
say:
"Improved educatteeal meth-
ods and programs of education




CRYSTAL CITY, Mo. (UPI)
Bill Bradley of the New York
Knicks has been elected to the
beard of directors of the
Crystal City State Bank, it was
annotInced Wechiesday.
Bradley's father, Warren, is





Answer to Yesterday s Pucci*
4 Holds in Sign
regard
5 Girl's name













26 Petition 140 Goes in
30 Nee., Jewish -43•Teutonoc deity
nor Christian 45 ratoe
32 Husbane of islands
Gudrun whirlwind
47 Mollifies
33 In addition 48 Profound
36 Things, in law 49 Great Lake























ruesday Friday  3:30-9:30
Saturday  1 -4
— Closed Sunday(' —
zc OFFERING ALL SERVICES ...
HAIRCUTS  7Se
SHAVES  65t
SHAMPOO   65e
WEDNESDAY -- FEBRUARY 4, 1970
WASHINGTON (UPI). Besides paying 925 billion
a year to fight in South Vietnam, the United States
is paying $1 million a month taxes to Saigon,
according to government auditors.
The General Accounting Office said in a report
it is "inappropriate" for the government to spend
"billions of dollars annually" for defense of Viet-
nam and elsewhere, and then pay foreign taxes.
THE GAO found $28 million in property taxes
was paid by the Defense Department and other
agencies to South Vietnamese landlords -who In-
cluded their taxes in rental charges for leasing
facilities to the U.S. government.
The auditors said during a 24-month period
defense agencies 
'
paid $55.6 million in rent. Prop-
erty, license and income taxes included in the rent
ranged up to 62 per cent of the total leases. The
indirect tax bill was between $28 million and $34
million, the auditors figured.
The GAO, known as the watchdog over govern-
ment spending. said paying South Vietnamese taxes
violates congressional policy against payment of
foreign taxes while the, United States spends funds
for' mutual defense.
THE STATE DEPARTMENT, responding for It-
self and the Defense Department in the report,
agreed that "the United States expenditures made
for the common defense abroad should not be
subject to foreign taxation." A "carefuj review" of
the GAO findings was promised.
South Vietnam was not the only country where
the United States pays taxes, either directly or
Indirectly.
Other, countries covered and the amount the
United States pays in taxei included: Thailand.
84 million: PhtlippliieS,' $601t001X- Germany, $2.2
million; United Kingdom, 3890,000; Nationalist
Ohio*, 6300,000. - -
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tn.% is Tom Jonas
7+,1 Is Torn J0i1e1
I 0 9,1 74' ss e• S7J'e St"; r i'dooreSaer"
11 1 .00 The Tordoht Shoe The Miry ,•tt SteI -30 The Tonight Show The .sirri; you gooutifui
1 it) :00 The Untouchables:30 The Untouchables Dill -Tre D cu Cation Show
T''.0 Dick Ceven thew
The D,Ck Cavell Sneer
Order Your Free Tickets
Now from Your Farm
Implement Dealer or
from NFMS.
Another grand farm machinery
exposition . . . the best in a
five state area . is in the
making. Visit the booths of our
225 exhibitors, get the latett
data on farming techniques
and methods ... see today's
Innovations in farm equipment
68% of the Nation's popula-
tion lives within a day's drive
from the Kentucky Fair & Ex-
position Center in Louisville.
Make a date now. Remember,
too, your free ticket stubs are
good for a prize-e-day drawing,
plus a color-TV grand prize.
. . •
. . .











































































































JIM ADAMS I GA.
* Prices Good Through Next Tuesday







FIRST IN FINE MEATS
COUNTRY STYLE
BACK RIBS LB 59
STORE COOKED
BAR-13-0 CHICKEN Le59c WAGON
guitAKS 10





















IGA 1 LB CAN REG. OR DRIP NO STAMPS NO GAMESJIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY
COFFEE 69c NO $9) FORCED PURCHASESJUST LOW PRICES !
VAN CAMP CAMPBELL'S
PORK CHICKEN CARNATION
& BEANS NOODLE, SOUP MILK'TALL 
NC°A1 5c F-CIR 69c
antiseptic
I





4 LB. CARTON NO. 5 CAN REGO $1.59 ONLY59c 429
MIRACLE SALAD DRESSING
WHIP (IT AR 49

















RIPE, YELLOW' REDOR YELLOW RED FRESH
BANANkS 'APPLES GRAPES CABBAGE
Qc





Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
JIM- ADAMS IGA -ifs the on the tape that counts.

















14 Years Ago The First Cecil's Liberty Store Was Operied
7 Stores In This Chain In West Tenn. & West Ky. 2 More
Was Made Possible By the Patronage And Support Of The,
Out This 14 Years. Our Goal in The Future Will Be As It
















ALL K. SOFT BRINKS PLUS DEP.6 BOTTLES 39:
TOWELS
MACKEREL 5 saw  
MARTHA

















































































DOG FOOD 11 16 OZ. $1CANS
LIBERTY COUPON
GODCHAUX SUGAR 10 LB. BAG 89c
With Coupon & $5.00 Acid.
Put-. Exc. Turkey & Tob.
& Dairy Prougicts)
V9ID AFTER FEB. 10th
LIBERTY COUPON
JELLO 43 OZ. BOXES 46c
WITH THIS COUPON
REG. PRICE 4 -for 52c
With Coupon 4 for 46c





COFFEE 2 LB. CAN 1.59
WITH THIS COUPON






































RUAftY 4, 1970 PAGE NIKE
.e Was OpeKee In. MartIh, TOM NOW there Are
t Ky. 2 More WIII Open During 1970. Thls Growth
ippon Of The Thousands Of Customers Through-
NIII Be As It kies In The Past, WIII Be To Offer
e.








3 6,14 OZ. CAN S1





3 NC/. 2)4 CANS Si
303 CO Si





LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE 1,RICES-IN THIS
90-M6E400CI nom
THURS. 6:00 A.M. FEB. 5th
THRU TUES. FEB. 10TH
WE RESERVE THE _RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
PICNICS
B39TO LIMIT QUANTITIESFRESH SHOULDER..Amemenimmip, 
BACON
SIRLOIN




U. S. PRIME BONELESS ROLLED
RUMP
ROAST





RANIBORGER MEAT ;COUNTRY STYLEOLD FASHIONED LARGE
ILT.PGNA 39c SAUSAGE 
CORN VALLEY
ZRE 211"
BEEF LIVER LB. 39c SAUSAGE 7 LB. BAG 49'
PET RITZ ASSORTED GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN
FRUIT PIES FRENCH FRIES







POLES QT. JAR 490
HAMBURGER ML








4 6O Z.CAN s00









LOIN LB. 6 
ENDS CENTER CUTS MIXED Oc1/4 PORK
BREAST
WEMPSDAY — FEBRUARY 14/741








LEGS .. 4 L t: ,A, LB. 55c - -FISSH '4
WINGS Le. 29c
BACKS & NECKS LB. 10c NECK BONES
FRESH FRESH








at ROLLS PKG. OF 12i 25C
WHITE
PULLMAN 24 OZ. WAF31 C
 .
WHITE
111IND TOP ilL2gfvzill 
CRISCO OIL
• CRISCO OIL

































TURKEYS 12 to 20 LB, Avi_GB 35
ICEBERG

















WHILE OVERWEIGHT GIRLS slim down during a summer at Camp 
Stanley in the Cats-
Kills they are taught good posture and also learn how to walk, stand 
and sit graceftfily.
A NEW HAIRDO and a new
bikini and, best of all, a
slim and trim new figure!
HERE'S WHAT the girl at
left looked like when she
checked into Camp Stanley.
W. Ilep They Lose
. EAra Pounds
By JOAN O'SULLIvAN
yQ1.7•VE tried putting Sallyon a diet but she sneaks
ke. At - -14, -alto at1/1 has
what you optimistically pass
off as "baby fat".
And what about Marty: He'a
4 ft. 10 in. and tips the scales
at 151. The kids call him Fatso
and Tubby but you don't have
the heart to cut down his ra-
tions. .EatiniE is his only plea-
sure.
Sally and Marty are over-
weight children who need help,
says Gussie Mason in her new
book, "Help Your Child Lose
Weight". Often, she points out,
those extra pounds cause seri-
ous social, psychological and
personal problems involving
school, family, friends and the
opposite sex.
It's no fun being fat—and
when you're young and fat it
can be tragic.
Mrs. Mason, a nationally
recognized authority on weight
reduction for children, is re-
nowned for the two summer
--sltrndowri camps (Tahoe for
boys. Stanley for girls) which
she runs in the Catskill Moun-
tains in New York State
After a summer at her
camps, former fatsos come
We finally came up with
a beautiful picture of a Volkswagen.
A Volkswagen tarts looking
good when everything, else
stares looking bad.
Let's soy it's late at night and
you can't sleep. It's 10 beld'w
and you forgot to put antifreeze
la your cot.
VVVdDesn't use antifreeze.
Its engine is cooled by air.)
Let's soy iTs now morning: You
start your car and the gas gouge
reads Einpty.
lEven with o gallon felt, you
should go approximately 26
miles in o VW.)
Let's soy-you notice on your
.out of the driveway that
every other car on your block
is stuck in the snow.
IA VW goes ery well in snow
because the engine is in the bock.
It gives the rear wheels much
better traction.)
let's soy you make it into town
and the only parking spoce
half a space between o snow
plow ondo big, fat wall.
(A VW is sinoll enough to fit
into hallo parking space.)
Let's soy it's now 9:15 a.m. and
the only other guy in the office
is your boss.
Now what could be more
beautiful than that?)
Q) Can you claim %someone
s. a dependent who is not re-
lated to you?
A) A person not related
t. you but who is a member of
your household for the entire
year may be claimed as a de-
pendent when the other tests
air met. You will find these
tests list i on page B-2 of the
1040 package mailed recently.
The handy index on the in-
side cover of the package in-
dicates where instructions on a
particular subject may be
found.
Q) When'am I going to get
my estimated tax forma? I
didn't see them in the HMO
package you sent.
A) An estimatect-tex form
package will be mailed in Jan-
uary tc all thcse who filed esti-
mated declarations last year.
It will contain four pre-ad-
dressed vouchor forms to make
sure estimated tax installment
payments are properly and
Adichly, credited to the tax-
payer's account. Four enve-
lopes have also been included
in the package for the tax-
payer's convenience in mailing
I TIM&Milk
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
al Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
home so slim, trim and confi-
dent their parents scarcely
recognize them. Losses range
anywhere from 20 to 45
pounds
It's done via diet, exercise
and psychology. The latter
helps a great deal.
In her book, Mrs. Mason
lists a number of No-Nos to
guide parents who want to
help a chubby child slim down.
For example:
No nagging; no bribes; no
ridicule in front of friends; no
hints that your love is de-
pendent on Junior's being thin;
no use of food as punishment
or reward; no scolding.
On the positive side, she
suggests ways to strengthen
a child's desire to be thin,
points out diet pitfalls and
recommends exercise that
helps improve the figure.
The book not only gives
diets, menus and an excellent
calorie chart but also contains
numerous- recipes' especially
chosen to appeal to youngsters.
There are, for example, 26 des-
sert recipes — all sweet and
delicious but low calorie.
Mothers will welcome the
suggestions in a chapter on
low-calorie lunch box meals—
always a problem to dream trp.
If your child is overweight,
"Help- Your dhild Lose
Weight" (Hawthorn, $5.95) is
a book to study. The author,
who has helped hundreds of
unhappy youngsters slim down,
has valuable advice for parents
who are anxious to keep a fat






UPI Foreign News Analyst
In the vast, landlocked
African republic of Chad the
French are fighting a war
which is being called a little
Vietnam.
tind ask for a' duplicate copy
of your missing W-2.
Q) I earned interest from
several savings accounts last
year. According to the tax
form I got, it looks like I
don't have to show the specific
amount from each bank. Is
that right?
A) If your interest income
is $100 or less, you may simply
enter the total amount on line
13 of Form 1040. When in-
terest income is over $100, the
amounts should be listed sep-
arately on Schedule B. This
Schedule should be attached to
Form 1040 when you file.
pay urc., .
The estimated tax form
package is also being mailed to
.tivise taxpayers who appear
meet estimated tax filing re-
quirements based on their
-1968 returns.
Q) I lost the W-2 statement
I received from a part-time job
last year. Do I need it?
A) Yes, Copy B of Form
W-2 from each of your em-
ployers must be attached to
the back ...of your Form 1040.
Contact your former employer
It is a source of embarrass-
ment to the French and of
mounting irritation at home.
—France is there to prop up
the government of pro-French
President Francois Tombalbaye
against Arab dissidents in the
northern and eastern parts of
the country, and' the French
have found, as the United
States has found in Vietnam,
once in it is hard to get out.
The French admit to having a
force of 900 men there, but
actual figures are believed to
run closer to 3,000, including a
permanent garrison at Fort
Lamy, the capital, and Foreign.
Legion parachutists.
Chad, besides being one of
the poorest of the,. former
French African coTonies, lies in
the belto of Africa known as
the Sudan.
This is the belt just below the
Sahara Desert which for
centuries has been., the scene of
bloody conflict between slave-
trading Arabs of the north and
the black Africans of the South,
Its ostcroppings appear now
in such newly independent
black African states as Man
where the warlike former,
slave -trading Tuaregs tind
themselves Suddenly reduced to
second-claSs citizenry.
It played an important role in
the Nigerian civil war because
of the suspicions and hatred
existing between the Christia.
nixed Mos of the south and the
Moslems of the north.
Other examples exist in
Ethiopia and Sudan. .
In Chad France faces a two-
fold dilemma. It has no great
affection for Tombalbaye but
sees no substitute and it fears a
successful revolt against urn
might set the (iorritno theor;
Into motion in other for rn,-,r
French territories stile
France is trying to re-estabush
its Influence.
A reported sidelight of the
reeently disclosed Freoch ,jeit
to sell warplanes to
Chad's neighbor on the north, L
(ibya's agreement to its aid
the Coed rebels.
Chad's population of
million is about evenly divided
between the Moslems of the
north and set and_thelittitiern
Bantu tribesmen.--
Q) Are Social Security bene-
fits taxable?
A) No, Social Security
benefits are not taxable.
Q) Do you nave to itemize
your medical expenses to be
able to deduct one-half of Blue
Cross or other medical insur-
ance premiums?
A) You don't have to item-
ize your medical expenses to
claim this deduction but you
have to choose the itemized
method of claiming your de-
ductions. In other words, you
can't use either the standard
or minimum standard deduc-
tion if you want to deduct
medical insurance premiums.
One-half your medical in-
surance premiums (but not
More than 9150) should be
shown on line 1 of Schedule A
and added to your other listed
• netiona and the Schedule
attached to the Form 1040 you
file. Instructions for using
this Schedule A ass 'printed on
the back of this form. Copies
of the Schedule are provided
for your convenience in the
1040 tax package.
Q) My wife and I are filing
separate returns. Can I itemize
while she takes standard de-
duct ions?
A) No. Married couples fil-
ing separate returns must
handle their deductions the
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 4. 1970
same way. If one itemizes de-
ductions, the other must also
itemize.
Married couples filing sep-
By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
sinking sensation is developing
among young Democratic liber-
als that the new generation of
voters, once mobilized as the
most explosive political force in
America, has come unhar-
nessed.
The campuses seem relative-
ly quiet. Vietnam does not
excite the passions of yore.
Young people, at least those
who were only marginally
committed to the antiwar
movement, return to the
serenity of their studies and
think of their futures as
tomorrow's businessmen and
Sunday afternoon spectators.
It may only be a lull, a calm
before another storm— perhaps
a national drive to purify the
air and water.
But some seasoned politicians
close to the young seem certain
that the steam has gone out of
the movement which, little
more than a year ago,
Democrats were sure would
provide the foundation for their
party's future. The Kennedy-
McCarthy-McGovern dream of
signing up the nation's students
for service in the cause once
they turn 21 seems to ha 
vaparized somewhere along the
lay. Melt t the factory vates.
Cynics may attribute the
subtle changes of the past year
to President Nixon's careful
cultivation of a basic instinct
survival.
By winning congressional
approval of a 19-year-olds first
draft lottery scheme last year,
Nixon may have dulled the
cutting edge of the antiwar
movement..
Students have their capsules
plucked out of the bowl, their
arately must also take the
same type of standard deduc-
tion, If one takes the 10 per-
cent standard deduction, both
must take it
military Mures are pre. ,
ordained and the panicky'
uncertainty of yesterday is
removed. By being lumped in
for the draft with the over-
growing annual crops of 19-
year-olds, the chances of being
drafted are significantly re.
duced for many students, ,.
eliminated for others.
In a year or two, if the
current practice of student
deferments is abolished` as
Nixon apparently plans, nearly
all young men inducted into the
military service will be 19— too
young, perhaps, to develop a
consciousness of which wars
they favor and which they
oppose, before they have been
"radicalized," as Sen. Eugene
J. McCarthy, D-Minn., Puts It.
later, if there is
another war or if Vietnam is ,
still on, the protests will move "
Into the high schools.
AUTO SHOW
NEW YORK (UPI).- The flrgtitti
of the new generation of--
American 'subcompacts will be -
Included among 600 different'
autos on display during the'
laternationaL Automobile ShoutoLL__::




said new sports and special
interest vehicles from the
United States and &Mad will
be featured at the sbov.
The National Elk Refuge near
Jackson Hole, Wyo., is the home
of the largest elk herd in the
world.




MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF
LEDGER & TIMES
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for the Edition for many months Many
people throughout the area contributed material
Time did not permit the use of some material which
the Society hopes to use at a later date Thn 121 page
Edition is of newspaper form with advertising from
area businesses Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousand words are used in . the edition to
tell a portion of the history of this eight county area
Much oi the material is new and the entire edition is •
the largest voids* in one edition cowering the
Purchase ever compiled
A part of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society to assist them in the., continuing the., efforts
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
work of the Historical Society in tha unusual
undertaking. Micro-film motes of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be presented to area libraries for
use in their counties by manned students sod
historians. The Sacristy appreciates the public',
CeinterbirttOnt to the Edition and regrets ?hal some of















































































































































William J Sullivan, Presider
and Chairman of the Board of
The State Life Insurance Com-
pany, Indianapolis, Indiana, ann-
°laced today that Kenneth J.
Humplarlers of Murray, Kentucky
has been designated as a mem-
ber of the PreSident's Club for
1969.
The President's Club is an
elite group composed of those
lives in the field
exal t taiew business written
service to policyholders. All
In the field are in corn-
for this award.
Nbtrnally Only about 20 of th
mpanies, top agents qualify for
honor whidi is.on a =UMW.
• ,
In addition to Pfolddises cisba
olao eslitiod lot X-
hoofts. This Clib Is lir
Wits who are comb tag In the
roduction of new bosionon—
Humphreys is .a issoent of
e National ASSIORIREOR RiJoER
nderwriters and Is associated
the Larry Moon Volt, 201
uth 5th Slrooldiforray, Ken-
cky. &Unfit nal yaw Rom-
eys Was MINI 16111•01-The.
ear for 1-9L.R. reside. at
Meadow. wIlb his wife
y and datebtor
DER OPENS CAB FILE
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Con-
er champion Ralph Nader
won a battle with the CivII
cs Board (CAB) over
Its consumer complaint
en two of Nader's investip
$ were refused a look at
CAB's 1967 survey on
er complaints, they filed
t under the Freedom of
rmation Act. The CAB
ed the court to dismiss the
t Monday, and said it had
to give the investiga-
s and "the general public




West (UPI) - France and the
Netherlands meet on a
37-square-mile island in the
eastern Caribbean about 160
miles east of Puerto Rico.
It's the Wand of St. Martin
(or Sint Maarten, if you prefer).
which has, two languages, two
currencies and two citizenships.
Twenty-one square miles belong
to the French. The rest of the
Wand is Dutch•owned. Despite
these differences, there is no
border as such between both
sectors and everybody _wanders
back and forth at will.
THINKS RIOTS Piss& One "
the highest ranking Negro
9ffklals in the Nixon admin-
istration. Benjamin le.
man said in Washington the
U.S. never may see another
urban riot i the Peale irt.
Velrott or ifitts brrittise
blacks have decided there are
ether ways to get what they
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ASSORTED FLAVORS
Frosty Acres - 8-oz.





Old Fashion U.S. Choice
Large In the Piece Club
91' Bologna .39 Steak
BREAST lb. 59*
LEGS 
THIGHS  lb. 49*
WINGS lb. 29*








TITI le—ws Want Court UpsetISRAELIS FACE 'CRISIS' 
JERUSALEM (UPI): A spokesman
for the Interior Ministry says Premier
Golds Meir's government will move
quickly to resolte the "crisis" at home
and abroad and reverse by legislation
the Israeli Supreme Court decision that
a person can be a Jew without belong-
ing to the Jewish faith.
The ruling last Friday was de-
nounced by orthodox and other re-
ligious leaders as contrary to halakah,
or religious law which holds that only
those born of Jewish mothers or who
have been formally converted to Juda-
ism can be regarded as Jewish.
"The crisis caused by the Supreme
Court ruling on 'who is a Jew' will be
settled very soon," said ministry spokes-
man Yitshak Agasi.
HE SAID that talks between Interior
Minister Moshe Shapira and other cab-
inet ministers had made "clear there
is general agreement to change the law
so that what prevailed before the court
verdict will be the law of the land."
THE
"There is a majority in the cabinet
to do this Agasi added.
But at least one cabinet member
sa1 he wanted the court ruling th
staid.
"I hope there will not be- a ma-
jority in Parliament to nullify the ver-
dict." said minister without portfolio
Victor Shemtov. "This verdict is vital
as it ensures a solution to one of the
most important problems of Israel—the
question of mixed marriages."
SHEMTOV said this problem "is
particularly important if we want immi-
grants from the United States and the
Soviet Union, where there are many
couples of mixed Jewish-gentile mar-
riages."
,"If the verdict remains as it is, they
can come to Israel) and have equal
status with everyone else," be 'aid.
The Supreme Court ruled that the
Interior Ministry must register as Jew-
ish nationals the two children of Navy
Cdr. Benjamin Shalit, whose wife is
non-Jewish, even though the children
hive not been converted to Judaism:
LEDGER & TIMES ___. MURRAY.
DISSENT AT PENTAGON
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pen-
tagon employes weathered a
cost increase of 123 per cent in
the FUl ftghter, 249 per cent in
the MUM missile and 395 pee
cent in the MK48 torpedo. But a
10 per cent increase in
cafeteria prices was too much.
Private conce-ssinn2lres in
creased their food prices at the
Pentagon two weeks ago,
Mysterious posters cropped up
around the building saying such
things as "Join the Majority —
BYOL—BBI (Bring your own
lunch, brown bag it)."
After a boycott was urged*
the cafeteria lines Monday
were noticeably shorter.
AL FATAH CLAIMS BLAST
AMMAN (UPI)— The Al Fa-
tah arab guerrilla group said
Monday night an explosion
Sunday in a Tel Aviv military
plant was the work of one of its
sabotage units. The spokesman
said the blast claimed the lives
of a large number of Israelis.
KENTUCKY
DRIVE GERMAN PORSCHE TO VICTORY— Mexican Pedro Rod-
riguez and his co-driver, Leo Kinunnen 14th from left) give
their pit crew a ride to "Victory Lane" after driving a
sturdy German Porsche 917 to a record-breaking victory in
the 24-hour Daytona Beach, Fla., endurance race. They won
by an amazing 45 laps, or 171 miles, covering 2.755 miles at
an average speed of 114.817 miles an hour.
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Feeder pigs are pigs weighing Main religions in Hong Kong
40 to 60 pounds sold for raising are Christian, Buddhist and
to market weights. Moslem.
Streetcar Fare Rises
NEW ORLEANS (UPI): Commuters began paying
an extra nickel on New Orleans streetcars this week
but conductors reminded them they are still getting
a bargain at 15 cents a ride.
The New Orleans Public Service Inc., raised the
fares on regular streetcars and buses to 15 cents,
and that on express btlses to 20 cents. The policy of
free tranfer to any other NOPSI vehicle was re-
tained.
The company reminded customers they still pay
less than their counterparts in any other major city
in the nation.
The utility was granted permission for the fare
hike by the city council last week. They cited the
rising cost of operations with a decreasing number
of customers as reasons for the increase. The com-
pany says 136.4 million passengers used its facilities
last year, as compared to 182 million in 1958.
The company has been able to maintain its low
prices for transportation by subsidizing its opera-
tions from gas and electric service profit. In 1932, it
lowered the fare from eight to seven cents, and was
able to hold that line until 1960, when fares in-
creased to a dime.
The longest overwater
highway bridge in the world is
the 23.8-mile Lake Ponchartrain




122,383,000 bushels of winter




H eal t h Commissioner Dr.
Russell E. Teague has been
appointed _to serve on a .
federal Advisory Commit-
tee on Health Protection
and .Disease Protection. -
cation and Welfare Robert
H. Finch muned-Teague"to
the two-year post.
The birth rate in Hong King is
21.8 per 1,000.
* * *
Mexico City bass 29 deity-
newspapers, according to ,:the
National Graphic Arts Industry
Seeretarrot-ffeatttr-Edtp—:"161"ef-




11' YOU'VE, served meat
balls and meat loaf so often
they no longer excite you, try
these favorites with flair. To-
day's recipes show ways to
bring them triumphantly back
to the table.
• Play Liazt's Hungarian
Rhapsody while you whip up
Meat Balls Paprika, inspired
by the hearty cuisine of Hun-
gary. Ground beef and veal
are tastefully seasoned with
onion, chervil, tarragon and
Tabasco, then theyre cooked
via the European method in
boiling salted water rather
than browning in fat. This
keeps them compact in texture
and more subtle in flavor.
They're served with a simple
sour cream sauce sparked, of
course, with that favorite
Hungarian spice, paprika.
• Mediterranean Meat Loaf
offers more than the usual
medley of chopped beef and
bread crumbs. It's spiced with
rosemary, oregano and basil,'
threaded with chopped onion,
green pepper and parsley. To-
mato sauce adds flavorful
moistness. You can serve it
with almost any kind of sauce
- - mushroom, cheese. tomato.
It's good hot or cold and can
be sliced for sandwiches.
What's more, it's a great sec-
ond-day dish.
MEAT BALLS PAPRIKA
11/2 pounds ground beef
and veal
1 cup bread crumbs
1/2 -eup milk
1/2 cup minced onion





1 pint sour cream
1/2 cup milk
1 tablespoon paprika •
Combine meat, bread
KcIthenny Co.
YOU CAN TELL these are Hungarian meatballs, tor they
're
made with veal, sour cream and the ever-present paprika.
crumbs, milk, onion, 1/2 tea-
spoon salt. Tabasco, chervil
and tarragon. Shape into balls
about 1 inch in diameter. Boil
in salted water 10 to 12 min-
utes Drain
Meanwhile, prepare sauce
by combining flour, remaining
1 2 teaspoon salt and sour
cream in saucepan. Stir until
smooth: add milk and paprika.
Heat, stirring constan y until
smooth and thickene . not
boil. Add meat balls, Serve






2 pounds ground beef
. 2 cups soft bread crumbs







12 cup finely- chopped
onion
14 cup chopped green
PePPeT
14 CUR chopped parsley
— rpIihkre MOTtelleRtillfri gluta-
mate over beef in mixing bowl.
Add remaining ingredients and
mix .until blended.
Turn into a 9x5x3-4nch loaf
pan. Bake in a, 350 F. oven, 1
hour itfid 15 minutes
Serves 8.
. r•-nt
MAGNIFICENT MEDITERRANEAN MEAT LoAcji threaded Nith bits of onion, peppef.'
• tbsba,skepped panto And sparked with suck *Wary spices as 








Every item in our huge stock is op _sale. This is your
opportunity to buy all those items you have been
'wanting, at very substantiat- savings. You may buy
cis many items as you want, provided you group 
them as one urchase,.and bring the c u on shown
on the right. This is our-way of saying -Thank You"





Inn Ell =I =I MIR 11111 NB In IN
111 THIS COUPON WORTH 10% OFF
I OUR REGULAR LOW PRICES ;
I ON YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE. II
I FEBRUARY 5 - 6 - 7 ONLY I
I ITEMS PURCHASED 
I GOOD AT ALL MASCO STORES
NM MR EN MN 11111 ORR OM Oil MI AM IN RE3
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Two Veteran Hollywood Wardrobers
Become Tailors For U.S. Presidents
Valentine Hou•rwaas (left) and Ah• Schlacow tailor authentic costumes for Me 37 United
,States presidents. The mannikins shown hors, giving them the necessary dimensions, are from
left) Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, U. S. Grant, Andrew Jackson and Theodor* Roosevelt.
By Central Press
ORLANDO, Fla.—Tailoring clothes for "the President" is the
most exciting new challenge of their lives for a pair of "retired"
Hollywood film tailors.
Valentine Hauerwaas, 66, began sewing for motion picture
stars nearly 30 years ago- -everyone from Edward G. Robinson
to Richard Burton. His partner Abe Shlacow dates his ward-
robing career back 40 years to Rudolph Valentino and Charlie
Chaplin.
Together they have • meticulous task of tailoring authentic
costumes for every_ American president from G.00 Washington
.RICWried Nikon. •
They're not just making suits, but reproducing In every seam
and stitch the apparel worn by
eactr president in his own
time.
Their 'busy sewing room is
crowded with pictorial refer-
ence books, artists' drawings,
stacks of woolens and laces and
specially constructed mannikins
matching exactly the dimen-
sions of each chief executive.
• • • ,
WHEN completed, the cos-
tumes will be worn by figures
"brought to life" by the Disney
"Audio-Animatronics" system.
It's all a part of creating the
dramatic "Hail of Presidents"
for Walt Disney World in
Florida
As part of "One Nation Un-
der God," dramatizing t h e
American Constitution and the
nation's 37 presidents, all of the
chief iscecutives will appear to-
gether > on stage.
l'Auth.r.t4 4ty"4a—the
word for every step in develop-
ing the presentation at WED
Enterprises, Inc., the Disney ar-
chitectural,'engineering and-de-
sign firm which created the
widely acclailtBd "Great Mo-
ments with Mr. Lincoln" at the
New York World's Fair.
The Lincoln presentation is
currently a major attraction at
Disneyland.
• • •
WED ARTIST Blaine Gibson
has completed the sculpting
necessary to create, the features
of each president's face and
head. After studying portraits,
statues and written material,
sizes and shapes were developed
to coincide with the conforma-
tion of each president at the
his inaugration.
Its up to Hauerwaas and
Shlacow, under the supervision
of WED designers John Bench
and Sam McKim, to provide a
wardrobe to fit the presidents.
The research task is much
easier with the last 20 chief
ezecutives than for those who
came before Abraham Lincoln,
since actual photographs of the
20 are available showing details
otmpearance and clothing._
• • •
"WITH research .material on
meter' president:I.!' Hayenvaaa
reports, "there is a wide varia-
tion in appearance depending
on the artist who, painted the
presfdent's picture or the sculp-
tor who fashioned his statue."
Hundreds of comparisons are
made and considered along
with written descriptions before
selections are finalized.
In making clothes for the
earlier presidents, long-neglect-
ed methods of cutting and
stitching are being used to cre-
ate a truly authentic appear-
ance, even though the figures
will appear on stage several
feet from the nearest viewers.
The Hall of Presidents will
be located in Liberty Square.
one of six major lands in the
"Magic Kingdom" theme park
at Wa4t Disney World scheduled




WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
chairman of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board says mortgage
interest rates probably will con-
tinue to climb in 1970 and
can't be expected to decline
much even if the economy cook
considerably.
Preston Martin's prediction
adds new gloom to the already
dim prospects of meeting the
nation's goal of producing 26
million new or rehabilitated
homes by 1978. •
Interest rates for`Convention-
al mortgars are well over 8
per cent in most parts of the
country and although the FHA
and VA rates are set at 7.5
per cent, the addition o
points" pushes the effective
cost above 8 per cent on govern-
mentbacked lbans as well.
i—Martin explained that as
high 4,0 they are, mortgage rates
are still a little below the yields
available on business lonas. He
predicted that even if the eco-
nomy begins to slow this year
and other rates decline, mort-
gage interest rates can be ex-
pected to continue to go up
for a time.
"Even when mortgage rates
top out, they cannot be brought
down very much and still be
competitive with other invest-
ments," he said. "High mort-
gage interest rates are undesir-
- able because they price many
families out of the market for
new housing and better
housing."
In addition, rising construc-
tion costs compound the prob-
lem for low and middle income
families. •
1969 slump
Mostly as a result of ti*ht
money policies, home building
slumped in 1969 from an annual
rate of about 1.9 million at the
beginning of the year to only
a little over 1 million by the
end. When all the figures are
in, actual construction will be
about 1.5 million.
Congress -in 1968 established
a goal of construction of 26
minion new or rehabilitated
houses in 10 years. The first
ear's output fell about 800,000,
low the goal.
The 26-million home aequire-
ment includes 13.5 million for
additional households, 7 million
dilapidated' units that must be
abandoned,' 1 million publicly
assisted units that need to be
rehabilitated, 1.3 million to re-
place mobile homes that are no
longer suitable and 3.3 million
to increase the number of vacant
units.
The 1969 housing slump_ss 
being compared to the 1966
"credit crunch" when home con-
struction slipped from an annual
rate of 1.4 million units in
March to 800,000 in December.
Scentsible verdict
LONDON (UN) • Mrs. Molly
Dimmock went to court to seek
an increase in the 1,500 pounds
($3,600) she previously had
been awarded for the loss of her
sense of smell in a car wreck.
"I thought women wore
perfume for the benefit of
men," said Lord Justice Russell
during the discussion,
"1 think it is more for the
atmosphere of the wearer than
for the effect on men," Mrs
Dimmock replied.
The judge agreed. He





Someone on George Atkinson's
newspaper route gave -him about
3.000 Pounds ($7,200) without
knowing it. In his collections
Atkinson-Iota-11d a Penny with a
1933 date — a valuable
collector's item in England.
Grover Cleveland was the first
President elected after the Civil
War who did not take part in
the conflict.
C..
Xavier University at New Or-
leans is the only predominantly
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U.S. GIVES CUTTEES TO SOUTH VIETNAM The4.7.41. Coast Guard Is giving two of. Its cutter
s,
the Yakutat e sb.1% e at New Bedford. Maas. and the Hering Strait. stationed iti Honolulu,
I,' the :Routh Vietnameite navy. Constructed near the end of World War IL the ve,-.v1, Air
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What Will Happen To The Two Great Communist Empires In The 70s 1
EDITOR'S NOTE: There are
great decisions in foreign and
domestic policies to be made in
19'70 by the United States and
other nations of the world. This
and subsequent dispatches by
United Press International re-
porters will examine some of
the major problems in The Led-
ger & Times over the next
eight weeks.
INg-agSEENEEMSes:;sei
The Soviet Union: What
course for the Kremlin in the
1970s?
By EDWARD J. SHIELDS
MOSCOW (UPI)— The blonde,
sturdy Russian girl smiles at
the little Chinese child in the
protective curve of her arm.
The popular porcelian figure
was made 20 years ago by a
Moscow pottery. It no longer is
seen in the Moscow china
shops.
The little Chinese grew up
and kicked "big sister" in We
shins.
The Soviets look tack nostal-
gically to the early 1950s when
Communist China was young
and dependent on the Soviet
Union. There was no public
Inkling then of the great
decision of the 19'70s: Peace or
war between the two great
Communist empires?
In 1969, artillery blazed and
soldiers died on both sides
along the wild 4,347-mile Wrier
between the Communist super-
._10wers. Soviet Premier Alexie
NT—Kosygin flew to -Peking and
hastily arranged a conference
with Chinese Premier Chou En
Lai to take the heat out of the
border issue.
Talks Sputter
The talks sputtered on as the
decade began, but any hope of
early agreement appeared
bogged down in propaganda and
mutual recriminations. The
Soviets grimly ignored Chinese
snubs and sneers and stayed
stolidly at the conference table.
The vision of teeming masses
of Chinese pouring north across
the frontier overshadows Soviet
hopes for the coming decade.
On the issue of war or peace
hang all the other decisions.
—An agreed nuclear stand-off
with the United States and
eventual control and reduction
of nuclear arms.
— The final settlement, after
25 years, of World War III,
based on a stable CentraL
Europe centered on two Ger-
man states and under the
umbrella of,, a continent-wide
agreement renouncing use of




Standard military and press
phraseology on military prepa-
ration is blunt and nationalis-
tic:
"The Soviet armed forces
stand ever in combat readiness
to deal a crushing rebuff to any
aggressor violating the sacred
soil of the motherland."
Since the 1968 Czechoslovak
crisis ended, the phrase has
been confined almost atitirely to
raLeraaces to China.
Veteran Western obserVars
here believe it i.i, likely the
SoyietsChinese,  accompa-
nied by crescitidos-of propagan-
da, will patch up an agreement
to delineate the harder and
keep their weapons coo'
But ideological peace, much
less the restoration of a
Communist leadership in Pek-




With the Vietnam War
running down, and Soviet
preoccupation with China, bet-
ter relations with the United
States can be expected on a
wide field.
This tendency was already in
evidence in the strategic arms
limitation talks (SALT) be-
tween the Soviets and America,
which started in Belshitt and
will continue in April in Vienna.
Another testimony to Soviet
rethinldng of foreign policy is
the end of a quarter-century of
bullying and denouncing West
Germany.
Moscow has even put out
feelers toward normalizing
relations with Spain, a dictator-
ship with which relations have
been non-existent for more than
30 years.
The all-European security
pact, admittedly a long-distance
concept, would consist of
agreement by all members of
renounce force in their rela-
tions with each other, and to
recognize the existing borders
In Europe.
Trade, Contact Inevitable
With more trade and contact
with the Western neighbors of
the East Europe countries now
recognized as inevitable, Mos-
cow can ensure its strategic
security in the area only
through governments and party
leaders absolutely loyal to the
Kremlin.
Outside Europe, the Soviets
can be expected to retain and
expand their ties with the Arab
countries of the Middle East.
The Soviet naval build-up in
the Mediterranean can also be
expected to continue, and there
have been hints the Kremlin is
wooing tiny Albania to break
with China and make a naval
base available to the Soviet
fleet.
In the Far East, the Soviets
have started to talk up a
collective security pact for
Asia, including Australia, with
the unvoiced aim of containing
China.
Independently of such a pact,
the Soviets are moving to buE.,
jp ritlatinns with Japan.
May Discuss Islands
If the Chinese threat grows,
the Soviets might possibly even
agree to disucss return to
Japan of the Kurile Islands
seized at the end of World War
On tt e home front the
present collective leadership of
the country, conservative and
colorless, appears to be func-
tioning harmoniously.
The patient Soviet citizen has
been given a chance to hope he
can some day own his own
private automobile, and M09.
cow has toasted that, also by
1973, "everyone who wants a
telephone will be able to obtain
one."
But in the intellectual field
and the realm of personet.„-
liberty there is unlikely to beAc
mach early advance,
greater the Chinese threat,
physically and to Moscosell_
domination of the world Conoco:
monist movement, the ttglibleurs
the ideological straitjacket wi
be buckled. tiq
There is still no room in U -
U.S.S.R. for dissent.
Reports Say That Soviets May
Attempt Space Station In 1970
MOSCOW (1121)— The first
Soviet space spectacular of the
new decade could be construo-
tioe of a true orbital space
station.
The Soviets never announce
their space flights ahead of
time, but Ontri21 statements
coupled with some Information
frem space sources indicate an
attempt at a space station
sometime this year.
Two twin-compartment Soyuz
spacecraft, with two - man
crews, would be put into orbit
100-150 miles high. Then an
unmanned craft, filled with
scientific instruments and life.




MOSCOW (UPI) — With the
advent of the 1970s the Kremlin
moved to a new posture toward
Germany and opened negotia-
tions with Bonn for the first
time since they established
diplomatic relations.
The Soviets appear at least
Initially impressed by the new
West German chancellor, Social
Democrat Willy Brandt, and
have given guarded encourage-
meat to his "new accents" in
certain aspects of Bonn foreign
policy.
The Russians nevertheless
remain committed to the
existence of two German states
and to the preservation of what
Is here termed the "special
status of West Berlin."
Their professed desire to
establish "normal good rela-
tions" with West Germany may
entail only minor concessions
on Moscow's part, One of these
was an apparent green light to
several East European coun-
tries to establish trade relations
with West Germany.
While Moscow's maximum
program apparently calls for
N•andt's diplomatic recognition
Of the East German regime,
the Soviets are obviously
satisfied with steps already
taken by the new Bonn
administration and have trreatly
reduced the 25-year-old propa-
ganda war against west Ger-
man "militarists and revanch-
ists."
However, Brandt's posture -
may create -new problems for
the Russians within their bloc.
The Kremlin would like to
take no major policy changes
toward the German issues
vrhile Walter Ulbricht remains
president of the East German
state. Ultwicht is 77 years old
and after his passing from the
political scene the Russians
atay have more freedom of
action
placed in a close orbit.
The Soyuz craft would dock,
and their orbital compartments
would be welded to the
scientific satellite to form an
orbiting station where several
spacemen would work, probably
for about a month, returning to
earth in the re-entry sections of
their Soyuz craft.
Under the present plan, the
Soviets at a later stage will
experiment with sending up
replacement crews in a new.
type reusable vehicle designed
for rescue work in space as
well as re-supply purposes.
After experience with near.
earth orbital stations of rela-
 tively short life, the Soviets
hope to move on to stations in a
300-mile high orbit.
This program depends on
success with a new 10-million-
pound thrust booster which so
far, sources say, has twice
blown up on the launch pad.
The booster was late develop-
ing, compared with America's
mighty Saturn SB, because in
the mid-1960s Soviet space
scientists bowed out of the race
to the moon.
A manned moon landing,
Soviet scientists say, is Dot in
their immediate plans, although
they expect to send unmanned
Instrument packages not only to




MOSCOW (UP1)— Things will
be better for the Russian-in-the-
street in the 19709— even if they
aren't that good.
Soviet citizens get what the
state decides to produce for
them: The market does not
determine production.
Nevertheless under Premier
Alexei N. KoZygin, more effort
Is being made to meet the
rising expectations of the Soviet
people for more of the better
things of life. -
The minister of light Indus-
try, Nikolai Tarasov, promised
Tha debate in the 1970
the production of fabrics, '
clothinkand footwear would go
Uo...ketVo billion rubles_($2,24
billion) this year.
This meant an individual
could count on 392.5 square feet
of fabrics— a single pair of
window drapes takes about 70
square feet— 106.4 square feet
of knitted goods, and 2.8 pairs
of shoes.
What can the average Rus-
sian hope for to improve his
standard of living in the 1970s?
.„ —A private automobile. Pre-
sent miniscule production is
planned to increase fivefold to
one million cars a year, by
1973,
—A 'larger apartment. In-
creased housing construction
has been ordered to provide an
average 110 square feet.
— A room 140.1.1 • teal— per
person in 1970.-
- A radio, a television set,
and eventually a washing
machine and a refrigerator.
— A telephone. Moscow city
authorities have promised "a
telephone for everyone who
wants one" by 1273.
— More meat, milk, eggs,*
fish, vegetables and fruits in a
diet which has traditionally
revolved around the staples of
bread ancrcabbage.





Policia fired tear gas and water
from high-powered hoses at
3,000 persons on strike at the
Ford Motor Co. auto assembly
plant Monday. The strikers had
stoned armored buses bringing
nonstriking workers to the
plant. The 6,000 workers are
asking equal pay with workers
at the General Motors plant in
Antwerp and a 40-hour week.
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( uste•Mer  
1
(5) No central air-
conditioning sy-
stem.
(6) No den, T. V., or
rumpus room but
may include ex-
tra space for shop
if needed for
earning living.




b a r a, paneling,
etc.




of let and water
system).
(9) House must be of
conventional de-
sign-




Where loan funds are In-
volved in site purchase not
more than one acre may be
purchased. State Health
Dept. requires minimum of
10,000 square feet if septic
tank Installed - otherwise
there are no set require-
ments as to she of lot.
R -MORE INFORMATION




NI( S Opportunity. If
ou have an Interest In elec.
tonics, but find opportunities
re limited in your area, we
have a position in a nearby
West Tennessee community. Ra-
dio and TV repair experience
or equivalent necessary. Paid
vacation and other company
benefits available. If you have
ce.vned or worked in TV repair
shops and find you have reach-
ed your maximum, but would
!till like to stay in electronics:
Send remune to Bob Kimbro,
Box 100, Nashville, Tennessee
17202. 7-104
SIGN UP bOW for guitar les-
sons at Leach's Musin. Cost,
$2110 per week. Phone 753-7375
for further information. 74-C
BELTONE factery fresh hear-










YOU MAY, READ THESE
REQUIREMENTS
ESIOINCE:
Mud live in rural area, own
land in rural area, be employ-
ed in rural area or $200.00
as downpaymeett for_loan in
the city.
APPLICANT & INCOME:
Must; (1) Be a alum 18
years of age or
older.











IV Have income of
less than $8000 -





If family owns an inadequate
home a loan may be made to
bring it up to acceptable stand
ards or family may sell it.
HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:





(2) Carpet may be
Installed on liv-
ing room and hall
SONNY HOOKS Wheel Align-
ment, 408 North 4th Street, an-
nounces full time, day or night
wrecker service. Phone 753-
6779 days or 753-4487 nights.
Also wheel alignment, tire bal-
ancing of any kind, including
Mag wheels and trucks, tire ro-
tation and brake repair, muf-
fler and exhaust, frame work of
any kind as well as state in-
spection. Also Sonny has good
used tires in most all sizes.
F-6-C
SUITS and SPORT COATS_
up to 50% Discount .
For work, sports and lei-
sure. In sizes AA-EEEE,
6 to 16. Call or drop in and
try on your size!
THE LEDGER & TIMES - Mt RRAY, KENTUCKY
LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick home
in Grove Heights, 5 miles east
of Murray. Exterior of white
roman brick with a stone chim-
ney. Has central heat and air,
2 ceramic baths, hardwood
floors and carpeting, fireplace
In living room, kitchen bunt-
ing, eliding glass doors from
dining area to the concrete
patio, large utility room com-
plete with washer and dryer,
attic storage, carport. Call us
for an appointment to see one
of the area's finest homes.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick
home in Westwood Subdivision.
Ha-s central heat and air, 2
ceramic baths, carpeting, kit-
chen built-ins, panelled family
room, large utility room, car.
port and outside storage-
3-BEDROOM brick at 1620 Ca-
talina. Has 1% ceramic baths,
.kitchen built-ins, gas central
heat & air, carpeting and drapes,
large utility room, carport
Owner will assist in financing.
3-BEDROOM BRICK at 1615 Bel-
monte Drive. Has electric cen-
tral heat and air, carpeting, kit-
chen built-ins, sliding glass
doors to the patio, natural wood
finish on interior doors and
trim, utility room and carport.
Available immediately.
3-BEDROOM1-PFRAICE home in
 Hazel. Has 3-rojen garage apart-
ment that can be- utilized as
a source of revenue. Several
items of household furnishings
are included in the low asking
price.
'RICE REDUCED on the 2-
bedroom frame home located
at the intersection of Hwy. 121
and New Providence Road.
TRI-PLEX near downtown Mur-
ray. Each of the three units has
2-bedrooms, ceramic bath, attic
storage, electric range, air con-
ditioner and draperies. Quality
built to keep maintenance to
a ininimum.
157 ACRES known as the Ed
Rogers farm. Located on Van
Cleve Road, only 3 miles N. E
of Murray. This farm has been
kept in a high production stat-
us for many years. Priced $255
ac
floors only. Western Kentucky Stages, 140' x 198' WOODED LOT, on
. one bath Daly for proposesW increase Pas- blacktop road, near Cherryof Kentucky and Corner Baptist Chch. 
salve March 1, 110' x 400' LOT, on blakettopthan five mem-
bers. 1970. These changes are posted road, near Locust Grove Bap-
(4) Not more than in the company's depots at Mur- tist Church.
three bedrooms ray, Paducah, ClarksvWe, Paris NEW 3-BEDROOM brick homes
If family is not and Hopkinsville. Any Person in Jackson Acres, Lynnwood
more than five In desiring to protest may file Estates and Fairview Acres ap-
number. such protest with the Depart- proved for financing at 6 1/4%
meat of Motor Transportation, with low monthly payments tat-
Frankfort, Kentucky, or the bored to the needs of qualified
Public Service Commission, buyers.
TO BUY ....see us! TO CFI 
.... list with us!
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple Street. Phone 753-7333.
Home phones: Fulton Young,
7534946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-
1534. 7•41-C
Nashville, Tennessee, in accord-
ance with the rules and regu-
lations of these commissions.
J-28-14F-11-C











Inspection of items to be
sold may be done at any
time.
NICE two-bedroom house, $12,-
000. Now renting for $125 per
month. $3000 down, monthly
payments $69.78.
DUPLEX APARTMENT ono
block from University, $22000.
Each unit rents for $12e per
month. Live in one apartment
and rent other apartment, $12,-
000 cash, balance $77.5B per 
month. 
THREE-BEDROOM brick near
University, $21,000 with $1,000
down and balance at $165.00 per
month. Shown by appointment
only. John Pasco 753-2649.
F4X
CURB HOP wanted. Night that,
5.00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dani•
Castle. Chestnut Street NI'
phone calls please.
WANTED: Car hostesses and
cooks Apply in person or phone
753-7793 or 753-8856. K-N Root
beer Drive In, corner of 4th
and Sycamore. 7-5-C
WANTED: Palace Drive In has
openings for waitresses and kit-
chen help, full time. Apply in
person. Palace Drive In, 16th
and Chestnut. 7.6-C
WANTED! used refrigerator
and vinyl couch. Call 753-7770
ARC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies, six weeks
old. Phone 436-5841. F-8-C
TWO-PIECE early American liv-
ing room suite. $75.00. Phone
753-7435. it-10-NC
TWO MALE English Setter
pups, 34 months old. $50.00
each. Phone 753-7585. F-5-P
TWIN BEDS, springs and mat-
tress, good condition. Also
three quilts. Call 753-3987.
F-3-C
"SAVE WITH SAFETY"
Uncle Jelin Dismal* Pharm-
acy. No matter what the Drug.
No matter who the Doctor. Ask
oar priee. No obligation. Shop
and Compare. . Open Sundays.
F-8-C
'49 CHEVROLET truck, good
condition. Will trade for hogs
435-6602 after 6 p. m. F-6-P
400 BALES Jap hay, 70 cents a
bale. 400 bales Tennessee Clo-




OVER! WW DOES IT NAVE
TO BE SO COMPLICATED?
WOULDN'T, HUH WELL ,
I CAN JUST DISAPPEAR
AND THEY'LL THINK I'M
DEAD.
I AM . THAT'S WHY I
YJANT YOU 10 SEE













The Conetruetton Busmen. is Pommels'
Rant toe money ut thu feet motuN,. nolo:to-
t...A.6d held! Keep prerent Job arW tam
et Ildme am..-. time followed by eruct,
col unman,' on our nmehmes under protect
corwiturou at our Meath. Nattoneride
placement amentonce For iREE utfor-
nuttlon hit out sod mod coupon today',
Member Amor ,con R oar, th.p OW% Auto












PERSONNEL UNDER NEW GI SILL
L rrE
LOTS FOR SALE: Lots near
University zoned for apart-
ments. One corner lot 93'
149' zoned for duplex, $4650;
one lot 90' a 149' zoned for
duplex, $4500; one lot 90' x
140' zoned for duplex, $4275;
one lot 131' x 150' zoned for
three apartments, $5240; one
lot WO' x 150' zoned for four
apartments, $8000. Special Jan-
uary offer to builders: 23%
down, balance three months.
John Pasco, 753-2649. F4-C
FOUR-BEDROOM green stained
Atrium house. Central heat and
air, carpeted, family room, two
baths, double garage, fireplace,
large court yard, city school
district. Phone 753-7908. TIC
BY OWNER, three-bedroom
brick home. Large family room,
two utility . Mail and bus
routes, on blacktop road, 4 miles
S. W. of Murray. For appoint-
ment contact Jerry Norsworthy,
753-5013 or 7534507. F-10-C
WANTED: experienced dinner
cook, must be A-1 in prepara-
tion of meats vegetables, sauces.
etc. Day shift. Steady year
round employment. ,References
required. • No phone calls. Ap-





• Cbsetitiut - Murray, Ky.
SUPPOSE THE ONLY
SURE WAY 0' aerriw •
OUT 0' THIS ME%
I'M lel 15 T`
RESIGN, HCINGR.
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kit•
chef' privileges for college boys.
One-fourth block from College.
Phone 753-5665 or 753-5108.
TIC
•TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart-
ments, central heat and air,
built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
carpet throughout. Call or see
Gene Steely, Southaide Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
733-7850. TIC
TWO • BEDROOM apartmen
carpeted, refrigerator and sto
sie conditioned. Couples
teachers only. Call 753-2898.
F-5-N
ROOM for two boys, private en
trance, refrigerator. Call 7
7408 after 4 p. m., 107 No
17th Street. TIC
NEW three-room apartment,
furnished, carpeted, tile bath,
garbage disposal, one-half block
from University. Can be seen
at 1407 West Main Street,
F44
MODERN BRICK HOUSE, two
miles from city, furnished or
unfurnished two bedroom, large
living room, den-, kitchen, din.
ing room, 1% baths, electric
heat, air conditibaed. On large
lot. Phone 753-3274 or 492-8385.
F-5-1)
NEATLY FURNISHED two-bed-
room- apartment, kitchen and
den. Located at 100 South 13th
Street Kellys Pest Control.
F-5-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer with
carpeting and washing machine.
Couples only. Phone 753-7920
F-9-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a-
partment and one-bedroom un-
furnished apartment. Phone
753-5079. F4-C
ROOM FOR BOYS. One and two
bedroom furnished apartments.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th Street. Phone 753-8609.
F-5-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, $80.00
per month. Phone 489-3521. Lo-
cated Hale's Trailer Court.
7-6-C
CLEAN four-room furnished a-
partment, gas heat, washer and
dryer connections. Rent $65.00
per month. Phone 480-3823.
F-6-C
10% OFF on all frames during
the month of February. Over
200 samples to choose from at
The Gallery, Mayfield Road,
open from 12-5 six days.
F-6-C
SOUD OAK merchandise ta-
bles. 27" wide by 55" long; 84
inches high. Phone Littleton's,
7534823. 741-C
00M DIVIDER panels, will
convert from 8 ft. to 14 ft. ceil-
ing. Four panels approximately
4 ft wide. One glass section each
panel. $15.00 each. Let us do
your building or remodeling.
Coles & Phillips Builders. Hu-
man Coles or James F. Phillips
753-3897 or 492-8204. 7-4-P
196Q 35 FERGUSON tractor,
disc, plow, and blade. Phone
753-4888. 7-5-C
USED COLOR Television with
new picture tube. Price reason-
able. Dunn TV & Appliance,
118 South 12th Street. Phone
  753-3037. F-5-C
3/4 TON, 1983 International
Panel Truck. New 750 x 16
tires, bucket seats, heavy duty
vehicle, call 753-1787. 7.4-C
1965 GMC pick-up, first class
condition. Call 753-7948 after
7 p. m. 7-7-P
TR DRAU.1iN6 JUST ONE SIDE,
AND THEN FOLD IT OVER AND











SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE If
you are experiencing difficul-
ties with your septic tank call
today, your problems may be
solved by simply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & By-
nem, Southside Shopping Cent-
er, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
TIC
WILL CARE for elderly couple





years experience. Phone 753-
3263. 7-8-P
FRANKFURT (UPI)-Pan
Nmerican World Airways reports
a record in 1969 on its route to
and from West Berlin with a
14.7 -Per cent increase in passen-
ger trafbc over 1968.
FOLD!ClriCREASE!TEAR!
MEASURE!TRACE! DRAW!
FOR6ET IT! FORGET IT, I
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - Su-
preme Court oominee G.
Harrold Carswell worked on a
tetanal defense today against
charges he was racially biased
against civil rights lawyers and
litigants as a federal judge in
Florida.
The Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee gave Carswell until
midnight Thursday to file
replies.
Committee members, mean-
while, tried to reach a
compromise that could lead to
an early vote to said the
nomination to the Senate floor.
Once it reaches there, confir-
mation appears likely.
The committee is in its
second week of hearings on the
immination. President Nixon
appointed Carswell to till the
vacancy created by the resigna-
tioo of Abe Fortes last year.
Nixon's first nominee, U.S.
Circuit Court Judge Clement F.
Haynswortt Jr., was rejected
by the Semite.
Northern lawyers represent-
ing freedom riders, black voter
registration workers and school
desegregation petitioners testi-
fied that Carswell was hostile
to them; and that he threw
procedival roadblocks in their
way.
Others charged Carswell's
actions belled his recent
repuctiation of a 1948 political
espeech that be believed in, and
woe never renounce,' white
supremacy. They cited his
courtroom condect, and his
part in converting a municipal
golf course in Talleneesee, Fla.,
to a private, segregated club
when integration orders threm
tened its all-white status.
Carswell denied any racial
motivation in joining the club.
He testified he was unaware
racial considerations were a
bector in its organization.
Funeral Iold Today
For Mrs. Joie Ross
The funeral for Mrs. Jeoni
Ross of Dexter Route One was
held today at one p.m. at th
Palestine United Methodist Chur-
ch with Rev. Thomas A.
officiating. Burial was in
church cemetery with the ar
gements by the Linn Fmaral
Home of Benton.
Mrs. Ross, age 88, died
day at 9:30 a.m. at the Murray-
6alloway County Hospital. Her
husband, Harctin Ross, diedAprII
20, 1966, and a daughter, Mrs.
Hada Gamin, died in January
1969.
The deceased is survived by
two sons, Pat and Robert Ross;
son-to-law, Burns Geurin; two
half sisters, Mrs. Eva Mal Mo.
Daniel and Mrs. Elsie Duncan;
nolirr grandchildren; 11 great grand-
half brothers, T. Rafe, Al,.
Holman, and Lowell Jones;
children.
Mc Govern
(Continued From Page 1)
committee members looking for
a way to regain Congressional
control over the course of the
war.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y.,
claiming the administration
was "taking up slack rope"
without coming to grips with
the problem, said repeal was
necessary to "clear the record"
and put the powers of Congress
and the President back where
they were before 1964.
His resolution also calls for
withdrawal of all U.S. combat
troops by the aid of this year.
Javits, who visited Vietnam
last month, said U.S. military
commanders and Vietnamese
leaders "are thinking of a much
more gradual U.S. combat
disengagement over a much





(UPI) - The Trail of Tears State
Park derives its name from "The
Trail of Tears" traveled by the
Cherokee Indians in their forced
march from Tennessee to
Oklahoma.
The D-Day invasion of




Final rites for Mrs. Lovie
icherson of Murray Route One
will be held Thursday at one
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Terry Sills Officiating.
Pallbearers will be Lennis Ra-
e, Reginald Butterworth, James
Key, Raymond Matheny, Roy D.
Hartsfield, and Eugene Jones.
Burial will be in the Sinking
Springs Cemetery with the arr-
angements by the Max H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home where frien-
ds may call.
Mrs. Richerson, wife of Elmer
L. Richerson who died Novem-
ber 28, 1960, succumbed Tues-
day at eight a.m. at the Mur-
ray- Calloway County Hospital.
She was born February 16, 1886,
and her parents were Marshall
Rogers and Elizabeth Adams Ro-
gers. She was a member of the
Sinking Springs Baptist Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Marvin (Willie Mae) Bill-
ington of Murray Route One and
Mrs. Charles (Rotbie) Lassiter






Fred Lee, Hales Trl. Cit.,
No. 67, Murray; Mrs. Jane Un-
derhill, Rte. 2, Hickory; Yrs.
Pauline Poyner, Rte. 1, Sedolb;
Mrs. Marilyn Walters and Bay
Boy, Green Acres Trl. Park No.
12, Murray; Mrs. Judy Flatt and
Baby Boy, 103 W. 9th St., Ben-
ton; Yoshio Tsutsumi, 307 Wood.
lawn, Murray; Mrs. Jackie Trim-
ble and Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Har-
din; David Irwin, Box 1054 MU,
Murray; Glen Underhill, Rte. 2,
Hickory; Gregg Lawson, 1002
Glendale Rd., Murray; Joe Pat
Farley, Rte. 4, Murray; Harry
Russell, 1408 Poplar, Murray;
Roy Burkeen, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Jennie Ross (Expired), Rte.
6, Murray Stephen Mitchell (Ex-
pired), Rte. 1, Hardin.
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Amelia Ford and Baby
Girl, Rte. 7, Mayfield.
John Cletus Richerson of Benton Kennedy Predicts
and Rev. B aron Richerson of Haz-
art seven grandchildren, Miss
Fay BiWngton, Joe Price Rich-
Orson, Mrs. Tommy Hart, Roger Interest Decline
Richerson, Miss Pamela Rich-
arson, Johnny Lassiter, and Miss
Barbara Lassiter; two great gra-





Eight students at the Murray
University School made all A's
in all subjects attempted for the
second nine weeks period.
They were Robert Mason and
Alison Wilferd, seventh grade:
Lamar Harrell, eighth grade;
Beth Garrison, Mark Johnson,
Sue Ann story, Joy swum and
Cindy Wager, twelfth grade.
Students making a B or a-
bove avearge in all subjects
attempted were as follows:
Seventh grade Augusto
[bay, Debra Wiggington, and
John Whitmer.
Eighth grade — Gary Gibbs,
Doug McCann, Gerry Puckett,
Johnny Riley, Richard Scott,
Sam Smith, Randy Wright, and
Mirriam Hendon.
Ninth grade — Pam White,
Kip Mason, Kathy Rogers, San-
dy Futrell, Karen Russell, and
Robert Tretiholm.
Tenth grade — Mary Tutt,
Ellen Teitloff, Sharon Moore,
Kitty Milliken, Katie Kemp,
Kathy Jackson, Diane Clark, and
Nancy Kursave.
Eleventh grade — Nanci Pet-
erson, David Teitloff, and Nor-
ma Wells.
Twelfth grade — Rennie Col-
son, Vickie Copeland, Cherie
Garrett, Linda Humphreys, Lin-
da Jones, Gayle Rogers, Peter
Schiel, Cindy Steele, Amy
Thompson, and Steve Willough-
by.
Campus Lights
(Continued From Pose 1)
old things done in past shows
we wanted this year's produc-
tion to be different."
Technical aspects, such as
the huge stage in the Auditor-
ium and problems of lighting,
had to be kept in mind as they
began toying with basic ideas
last May.
The accepted basic idea, of
course, had to provide feasible
situations for 12 musical num-
bers, with most of the empties.
Is on solos and duets by cast
members. Also featured are the
stage bend, and the Murray Men,
a quartet. The singing chorus
provides background accompan-
iment throughout the production.
The Murray Men Is as much
a traditional part of "Campus
Lights" as the opening poem
and "Moon Love."
And how can you have a cam-
pus musical without a dancing
chorus and a singing chorus?
These young writers were am
utely aware of the necessity of
holding production costs down,
as one maior purpose of "Cam-
pus Lights" is raising funds
for scholarships to incoming fr-
eshman music majors.
Scholarships totaling $2,300
were awarded from the net pro-
ceeds last year.
What was their solution to all
these problems'?
The 1970 show's basic idea
is the production of a low-budget
off-Broadway musical. Problems
of that show are so akin to the
situation confronting Phi Mu Al-
pha and Sigma Alpha Iota, the
two music fraternities that pre-
sent "Campus Lights" each
year.
One writer was quick to add
that unlike some off-Broadway
musicals, the 1970 "Campus Li-
ghts" would not become known
her either nudity or vulgar dia-
logue.
The Murray State"Auditorium
was a busy place during the "se-
mester break." Instead of going
home between exams and spring
registration, the 150 students
Involved in various capacities
with the show remained on cam
pus and worked "morning, noon,
and night."
As time for the opening cur
tam n - at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 12 - draws nearer, th
four young writers become a bit
more nervous about the "health
of our brain child."
About seven out of every 10
ew cars purchased in the
United States are bought on



















ry Secretary David M. Kennedy
said Tuesday the day when
record-high interest -rates will
begin to decline probably is
"closer to hand than most
le realize." He said he
eves It will come this year.
Kennedy's prediction, made
at lunch in a speech to business
executives and a news confer-
ence -iskiri started an uptrend
on the stock market, which had
declined during the moral:ie.
All major market indicators
Vernon Shown, 0. B. Boone,registered gains for the dm.
The Dow Jones industrial Jr- Cliff Campbell, George
Hart, J. I. Hosick, Thomas E.
Brown, Tommye D. Taylor, Al-
len Russell, David Gowans, Don
Hunter, and Rob Ray.
Special Projects
average rose 11.02 points to a
total of 747.46.
Kennedy said the Nixon
administration's efforts to curb
inflation makes it certain that
the interest charged on bank
loans "will drop to a more
reasonable level." He did not
attempt to guess how far the
rates might fall.
"We dearly are beginning to
make headway toward the
President's objective of curbing
Inflation, ." Kennedy told the
"Share In America" commift,
formed by teeinessmen to
promote the sale of savings
bonds.
"Because of the progress we
are now making, that happy
y (when interest rates come
down) may be closer to hand
than most people realize."
He also predicted "definite
Improvement" in the price
situation, but said it would be
unreasonable to expect a
complete halt in price rises.
James S. Mitchell
Rites Held Today
NEW YORK (UPI)-.A com-
ment by Treasury Secretary
David M. Kennedy that interest
rates may soon come down
touched off further demand for
stocks Wednesday, but analysts
cautioned that "positiveproof'
of such action is a must before
the market can mount a
sustained rally. Trading WU
moderately active.
Shortly before noon, the UPI
market indicator, measuring all
stocks traded, showed a gain of
0.12 per cent on 1,427 issues
crossing the tape. Of these, 650
gained and 504 declined.
The Dow Jones industrial
average of 34., selected blue
chips was off O.' 7 at 757,39.
Prices were s htly higher on
the Ameridan eck Exchange
In moderate t over. Of the
989 issues traeed, 385 gained
and 335 declined,
Among the most active Amex
Issues were Deltona fractionally
higher on 35,000 shares, AMK
Warrants also slightly higher on
20,000 shares, and Syntex up
slightly on 20,000 shares.
On the Big Board, heavily
traded stocks included Compu-
ter Sciences off %, Sperry
Rand '8 higher, Chrysler op '/s,
Abbott Laboratories off 1.
Telex Corp., also active, fell
more than 6. Johnson &
Johnson also lost around 6 in
lighter activity.
Motors were mostly higher,
as were mostly steels and
chemical issues. Oils followed
ait trzegar Pifferic -as did
(Conlin:Pod From Page 1)
the same evening awards for
the junior high and high school
essay and poetry contests will
be made.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., chair-
man of the Sigma Department,
announced the plans of her
group to sponaor a nine-week
summer kindergarten for those
children in the community who
have had no nursery nor kind-
ergarten experiences. Tuition
will be based on family income,
and additional financing will be
assumed by the aigraa Depart-
ment. Mrs. Boone pointed out
that the Murray Woman's Club
had been recently awarded $300
by Shell Oil Company for the
club's educational assistance to
the youth of the community.
She suggested that the propos-
ed summer kindergarten would
be deserving of the general
club's support and requested
that the $300 Shell Oil award
be made available to the Sig-
mas. The executive board vote 
ed unanimously to so use the
funds.
Mrs. Matt Sparkman report-
ed on the recent General Fed-
eration winter board meeting
in Frankfort which she attend-
ed with Mrs. Keller and Mrs.
Bethel Richardson.
The final item of business
was the election of the nomi-
nating committee to prepare
the slate of general officers for
the 1970-71 club year. Mrs. Da-
vid Gowans, will be chairman.
eying with her wills be Ides-
dunes Donald Tucker, Vernon
Shown, Allen Ruespii, and John
Stamps.
Twenty-one members of the
executive board were In attend-
ance: Mesdames Don Keller,
Bethel Richardson, Matt Spark-
man, John Gregory, Donald
Tucker, Purdom Outland, Ma-
con Blankenship, Gene Bran-
don, John Stamps, John Belt,
Creek bottoms and ditches
are favorite hangouts for
bobwhite quail in bad weather.
BLAST FLATTENS MUNICIPAL BUILDING—Aided by 
spotlights, rescue workers sift through
the rabb!c searching for victims after a mysterious explosion lev
eled the two-story munici-
pal building in Shaker Heights, Ohio, a Cleveland suburb 
Fifteen persons were injured.
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Continued From Page 1)
does and don'ts. People do not
pay much attention to them to-
day because they appear dog-
matic, or resemble the establish-
ment too much, or indicate too
much of the factor of self dis-
cipline.
Anyway, thanks to the person
who. sent all this stuff in.
We are now the possessor of a
huge pecan, a new strain, which
we will plant with the full ex.
pectation of growing a huge
Pecan tree. This pecan is two
and three-eighths inches long
and two and seven-eighths a-
round. Wouldn't you like to
have a bushel that big? Half
bushel? Peck? It should grow if
our Squirrels don't find it.
We now have a new daughter
in-law which makes two for us.
Having raised four boys, more
women in the family is pleas-
ing to use.
Daughters-indaw are nice sin-
ce they are always calling or
writing or something, whereas
boys hardly ever communicate
except when they need some-
Just as we got about halfway
used to wearing our new Christ-
mas hat, the weather got warm
and we quit wearing it. Now
that it is cooling up once more,
maybe we will get started back
again.
It was 41 degrees when went
to work Monday and by the
time we left that evening it
was 20.
When we got up yesterday
morning it was 1 above zero.
The streets Monday night were
the slickest they have been all
winter long. Five miles per hour
was the safe speed most any-
where in town.
A first
KINGSTON, Jamaica (UPI) -
The first election_ held in the
British - West Indies under
universal suffrage was in 1944 in
Jamaica, when Alexander
Bustainante's Jamaican _Labor
Party defeated Norman Manley's
People's National Pliny.
Pregnant project
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
growth 6f the rental and leasing -
industry has inspired a number
of sensible smaller businesses,
"Medical World News" reports-
in its column, Every Other
Friday.
One example cited: "Two
bright British women have
started a maternity dress rental
service. They call it Rent 8
Tent."
More than 80 million Amerie
cans have something in common.
Their drinking water has bees
filloridated to help reduce tooth
decay, If you are lucky enough
to have this benefit to your den-
tal health, then strengthen your
chances of preventing teeth de-
cay by also brushing regularly,
with an advanced fluoride tooth-
paste.
FOR RENT
Nice furnished house for four
or five college boys. le block
from college. Call 753-5866 





Funeral services for James
Stephen Mitchell of Hardin Route
One were held today at one p.m.
at the Brooks Chapel United Me-
thodist Church with Rev, Layne
Shanklin and Rev. John Bradley
officiating.
Pallbearers were Jerry Trim-
ble, Gary Hill, ames Mathis,
Jodey Keys, Jimmy Clapp, Dale
Woodall, Ricky Woodall, and Edd-
ie Ramsey, Burial was in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Collier
Funeral Home of Benton.
Mitchell , age 20, died Mon-
day at 420 a.m. at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital. He
had been injured in a ore car
accident Sunday about six p.m.
on Tucker Road one mile west
of Hardin.
Another victim of the accident
was Ricky Lee Pace, age 19,
of Benton Rotde Eight who died
Immediately after the accident
at the Benton Municipial Hospit-
al. Funeral services for Pace
were held at Benton on Tuesday.
Seriously Injured in the cide-
nt was Hershell elan Wyatt
of. Hardin Route one who is a
patient at the Benton He-pital.
Mitchell is a graduate of South
Marshall High School and attend-
ed Murray State University, He
was employed by the Lynch Coo-
struction Company
Survivors are his par sit..,, Mr.
and Mfg. James T. Mitchell, sis-
ter . Mrs. Robert E. and
brOther, Thomas Keith- Mitchell.
-all of Hardin Riede One; ago&
parents, Mr. and Mrs. ._JohOne
Ramsey of Dexter Route (See igd
Mrs. Clete Young of Almo Routs
One.
rallr, airlines and aircrafts.
Burroughs and 'National Cs&
Register ranged about 3 W4
lower, with Honeywell, Cooed
Data, -and Filr child amera
down or more each, Aniertcaa






POTATOES - - 29°
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PEAS _ _2 clt 3





































Space Sticks box 490
TANG FREE PITCHER! - - 27 oz. $129
FLAVOR-KIS1 - JUMBO or FUDGE CREME
COOKIES pkg.



















Package of eight Num
tration bills dealing
welfare and Instituth
of children was intr
the House ofR epreseni
tineSday.
House Bill 379 wou
the Kentucky Childre
Dry Council from 12 t
hers. It would add on
from a list submitt
Kentucky ear Assod
teem a list submitt
filltIcky Association
'Ole and six memberi
sent the incipients of
services. It WOW(
from two members I
post of social worker
sentatives from the Ke
izens for Child Welfar
Another, HB 378, ,
mit circuit courts
parental rights when ;
fuse or are physicall
tally unable to care
child properly.
HB 377 would excl
homes, group homes,





We did not know it
Li an organization whi
ed "Large Families of
Inc. They just changed
of the organization
log Families of Ante:
The only people win
long to this group
—.SQUDIess who have foil.
children.
They point out the
"23% of America's
edge over 65% of
children.
"Existing large famili
the number of sons a
ters who serve in the


















Gov. Louie B. Nunn
Wednesday that he is
riling, but has some
tion suggestions of h
the General Aseembl
to approve the pub
teacher pay boosts pi
the Democratic budge
Nunn's suggestions
suit in a base salary
$100 over what the
proposed in their $1






their families will h
monthly fellowship br
the Holiday Inn on
February 8. at nine
Folleeing the bre:
?mem will attend tie
ne eerie.* at. the Fii
-Met tweet-Church.. .
I.
4 •
